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Standard, Est. April, slitio.
Register, Est. May-a6. PAJDUCAL KY., THURSDAY M
NOW VERY CRAVE! TRUST COMPANY
Russian Situation Becomes
More Unceritain.
TELEGRAPH OPERATORS
13LOCK COMMUNICAT:ON
While the Workmen Are Consider-
ing Whether or Not to Call a
General Strike.
•SEBAITOPOL TROUBLES
REMAIN UNCHANGED-
.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 29.—The sit-
lastion has again suddenly grown ex-
ceedingly grave.
The Ruesion capital is shut off
from telegraphic cogiimmication with
the interior. 'Me IPIMeRnsaian strike
of the telegraph toperotore declared
yesterday has gone into operation,
and the Workmen's Caprice is belib-
crating whether to declare a general
political strike throughout Russia
tomorrovo precficting that time the
saileged unwarranted wrest of the
members of the Peasants? Congress
at Moscow and also csltia on the
people to compel the of
St. Petersburg, who locked out 70,-
000 men, to open 'lei rdoors.
Cause, of Trouble.
The- telegraph strike chews an im-
penetrehle curtain between the cap-
itol and the provisoes, which, in euch1
C111,15, renders the position of the
government almost desperate, as be-
ing in instant sad constant touch
with the military and local authori-
ties in rhe interior is imperative. If
the aelegraph strike can be maintain-
ed the government will be convened
to grope blindly is the dark.
The tehleraphene etrike is the di-
rect outgrowth of the government's
cheese prohibiting tekgrarils opera-
tors from joining a union. whicit pro
Midterm le attributed to M. Demsolao,
minister of the interior, for whose
removal from office tile radicals are
rigorously working.
Sebastopol Cut Of.
Sebastoptil being cut off from tele-
graphic communication *ids the cop-
ital it •is not known here whether
the mutineers have surrendered or
whether Gen. Neptueff, the commend
or of the fortress, began active op'-
erations against them today.
The last diepetcbes which came
through announced that Sebastopol
wits practically deserted inseept for
the troop*. The scared population
bad fled in all directions and Balak-
lave and neighboring towns were fill
ed with refugees. .
The streets of Sebastopol were re-
ported as being flooded, with incom-
ing troops and artillery and meschine
guns had been placed so as to com-
mand Adnirelty Point, the wrongs
hold of the mutineers, while the guns
Oh Fort Constantipe;joad been train-
ed on the sailors' astacks. Gen. Nep
agd the snilitary•olficera accord
ing to the advice*, were consulting
with the view to wading Out a plan
; take (be mutineers bp Siege and
vritboto bitradebed, if-possible. No
further statement was Made regards
Mg the attitude of the' Black Sea
feet. 
• •
A dispatch to the Novoe Vreetwa
Pars that not more then a thousand
sailor* see now sappornag the lead-
ers of the mutiny... who Asumbeted
a , hundred. The dineetch she says
that there ope only,:eogarrifler in the
saikies' barracks andiento ontel a. few
eartridoce are available.
SMALL
Several Hundred 'Dollar Lem Oc-
casioned at Dave itittog
• -Nn r •
. Last evening about ireiock
Noe 2 and fire departments were
called to the reeictedee of Mr. David
Ititoff of South North near Jones,
by a small blaze that started from a
gate:Alm stove, in the kitchen. The
roof wits the oleiit Portion of the
structure that was destroyed, While
his•hottsehold goods. -wens damaged
considerable also.
The lots is estimated at several
hundred dollars and wottict ha-'e been
More but for goof work in part of
the stationmen, aa the wind was
blowing a strong gale for whit and
that entire section wriabd have gone
'had the "demon once gotten beyond
tootrot of the stationtron.
iMax Greener, a leading jeweler of
Shelbervtille, Ky., alert soddenly of
peritonitis, after a brief Illness,
, Ccpt. Seajamin 9. Dyke is dead at
. The trial of the first issue, in the his in Lexington, Ky. He wall
beef th.he insikiillieta at Chicago
 
is a we-fl noWn citizen eta It'ttitber
set for Decnithetha. 
. 
of •Miorgen's command. - 
r
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RECEIVER GIP ilUSBANDS
FILES RKPLY TO DE-
FENDANT.
In It He Claims the Defendant Did
Not Diseribute Money As
Contended.
Before Judge Joseph Robbins yes-
terday the plintiff filed a reply to de-
fendant, answer in the big sui of
Receiver Gip .Hotabands, of the
each Building Trust company, a
R. G. Caletwell, the former recover
of the company, which lit getion
looks towards a settlement liking
gotten by plaintiff horn defentst.
Judge Robbins is trying the su as
special judge on recount of Jedige
Reed not desiring to sit in the action
because be represents one of the
partito s afoot counseL
bins did net Save to come
the reply to he Mod, it being kid
with the circuit clerk.
In the reply Receiver Musbands
chime that Former (Receiver Cald-
welt received $99,856 ',bile wind*
up the boatmen; of the defunct Gen-
cern, while the present receiver atys
in the document that he has no
knowledge or evidence 'whatsoever
showing that Caktweil dietribute•ct the
$11,784.2o he was ordered to on no-
vember 28th, tom by the court. lill.e-
ceiver .Hesibande claims the fortmer
receiver did not distribute $34,730.30
Ince Caldwell claims, but paid out
only $2033.13 The plaintiff
contends that the $6,a64.45 he=
3  
to have paid out for expenses incu
while winding up the business
not a fewitimOte charge, theretore
could not be de'ma As to CaIdattirs
claim dot the county court a
hini $ahel** Hesbandls denies
also. The reply asserts that Cal
did collect over $54578•04, despite
the tatters denial to the effect. The
reply in cloning further deities that
Caldwell 'Post -S13.75a cog in real deals
for the defunct concern on account
of decreasing value of the property.
iDelegation Left Last Evening for
Chicago -.Educational Associa
lion Starts Tomorrow.
i
THE SCHOOLS
KM SHERWIN RISUISES
TIMACHINO AFTER TEN
DAYS ILLNESS.
•
Miss Hattie Sherwin ha* resumed
her teaching in the public ashools af-
ter being confined for two weeks at
home on Sixth and Monroe
reets, with two fractured ribs which
the injured by falling from a chair
in .:per room while putting up a pic-
. She has about fully recovered.
Teachers Left.
•
. test evening Prof. Payne and
ondbitry and Misses Ada Braeleteni
of the 'high whore department at the
Washington building, left foe Chicago
to attend the inetetino there of the
Otseoriation of. Science and Mettle-
treatic Tesicirefri which gathers there,
tomorrosis nó Saturday from over
pee United State* for a confar.ipce.
rhe object of the gathering is to
kern the different metltolds of teach*,
brg, ett. The delegation will return
lifoliday morning. •
NEW FACTORY
MR. R. T. MCRGAN RETURN-
ED EAST AFTER VISIT-
ING HERE.
Yesterday Morning Arrangements
Were rade fcr Local Banks to
Take Cereal Mill Bonds.
Mr. R. T. Morgan, who lust been
here several days in the interest of
plant to manufacture butchers'
"skewera," left last night for the
East, satisfied that this city was the
best for location of his plant that
will employ from fifty to seventy-
five men. As an evidence of his de-
ternsinetion to locate there, before
departing he took a fifteen days' op-
tion-on a tract of river front ground
in Idechanicsburg, so same could be
used as the factory. site in case the
pitalists he represented fully con-
chided to locate the industry in this
city.
While here he was in conference
with a number of the businees peb-
pie and assured them that his report
to his interested capitallate would
land the establishment for this city,
which be thinks a grind location,
on amount, of the timber market
and shipping faciiities. He was very
deeply impressed with the town, and
will let die Padocatians know in a
very short while what will be done
by his people.
Cereal Mill.
Yesterday things reached definite
.slhape regarding the big cereal. Math
that is to be located in this city by
Mr. J. J. Shtiphard, of Pittsburg.
Pa., who nay bed his repreeentsitives
in the city several times recently. At
a /meting at the Globe Bank and
Trust Company yesterday it was ar-
ranged that Sat,000 of the bonds to
be floated be taken by the banks of-
this city, 'Ante boom win be taken'
by the wholesale merchant* handling
the cereal goods. Already $22,7oo
of the bonds have been floated and
the balance witl be provided for to-
day, and Mr. Shepherd notified to
this effect so he cao prepare to cap-
itailtze the company et $too,000 acid
start business at once.
Theer are two sites in view for
the new plant, the old Riglesberger
sawmill on South Third street, and
the old McKinney Vanpeer and Pack
age cotfipany of Mechanicsburg. One
of these two will be decided on.
Mr. 9hephard will employ too peo
pie and use about 2,000 bersivels of
corn 'daily. manufacturing esetelsr
He will also use much rice ad like
products that a-ill be manufactured
into foods.
Superintendent Leaves.
. Supt. C. IL Licb. expecte to leave
tomorrow niornieg for lifurray to at.
tend the Annual meefttig of the First
Cottgreseirtnail District Edricatioo to-
n litet itotcla a. two days sees
*are,' costnriencing tonliOrr ow .
teliaber of the other edlucetors
'here wilr go dome
Thanksgiving.
Yesterday afternoon a large nuns-
r of the room, of the schools held
kagivittg exerciser and rendered
ogsamrnes of much interest. A
lumber of visitors were presentodhll
.eirtjmoyedl the exorcises immensely.
schools dismissed yesterday
aftemode to remain, until, next Moo-
thy.
Presiding Roosevelt has removed
from office William E. Lie*, Resistant
United States treasurer at' Philadel-
phia, for violations of the civil ser-
vice laws. "
Myrtle Heooh, daughter of a well
known eifizett of Vancetpurg Ky.,
cominitted Guthrie with eaebolic acid
While despondent over NI health.
REV. CRIES HERE
DELIVERED FIRST SERMON
LAST EVIWING AT BAP-
TIST CHURCH
The Lgther League Meets This
.Afteton With Mrs. Scott Fee-
gueort--Mrs. Rev. Roberts Left.
Rev. Dr. Catc-s of Louisville, ar-
rived last evening 'from the Falls
City and filled the pulpit at the First
Baptist church, delivering a most
excelient and impre'ss'ive sermon. He
-used as this subject "Wisdom In
Soul Winning" and as a result there
were two profession of faith, and one
addition ttp the church. Dr. Cates
shows by his earnho and forceful
work that he is•a fine co-worker with
Rev. Dr. Hill who juts been helping
in the protracted meeting s ince it
started one week from last Sunday.
Yesterday morns' ng Rev. Hill
preached on "No Room For Christ."
This morning at to o'clock tire
ial Thanksgiving services wilt be
conducted at the church, Rev. Cates
speaking on "The Why of Faith"
Luther League,
The Luther League will meet this
afternoon with Mrs. Scott Fergiuson
at her home on Sixth and' Trimble
street*.
Ministers Family,
'Mae. J. H. Roberts left yestertroon
t 2 o'cloch over dies!. C. and St.
L. railroad for jack , Tenn., ac-
compnied by her children. They go
to join Rev. J. Roberts, he presid-
ing elder sent to that city this year
Rev. J. D. Blacloard, who took Rev.
Retiert's place here, win 2i'rive this
afternoon at i o'clock over the N.
C. and St. L. from Jackson toas-
t, local duties.
u REGISTER. 
AGENT. BACK
MIR. JOHN T. DONOVAN AND
OTHERS RETURNED FROM
CHICAGO.
New Time Card Now Being Gotten
Out by the lIrgiois Central—
Rumbling of Rails.
Genii Agent joie) T. Donovan,
of ehg 'twig Central raileoad, re-
turned ;yesterday morning from
Chicago" accompanied by his wife
and stettographer, Mks. Ida Niebaus
Smith. The generad agent announces
that sel freight will, be received by
the road for sthiprnent on account of
it being a holiday.
intorking On Time Card.
The offirials of the Toad are work-
ing on the new time card which goes
into effect for the new Nashville dis-
trict oge week from next Sunday.
It is expected the, authorities will in
a fetedays inform mint conductor*,
engineers and otbirs of the train
crows mew wlfl be alloyed to Nash-
ville In run out of that place.
Christian church.
Rev. B. W. Bass will not have oily
Thanksenving serricet today at the
Tenth sheet Christian church •
• so
A
Piled Up On Sank.
alia.freight cars that went over the
incline one week from last Sunday
are sAll lying on the bank .at the
foot Campbell street at the water's
edge. The workmen will send them
to tibit repair shops right away
Engines Setit Out.
In ring for the traffic on the
new astiville division, the I. C.
officials last night sent from here to
Nedrvitle, two passenger engines
that are to work out of that city.
They were numbers 1127 and- 1125
and are of the light class.
Machinists Ball.
The railroad machinists we a big
Thaidnitiving hat. at The INLICT last
even*, and there were several on
the floor until an early hour this
morn 5g.
Kamera of Employes.
Memo Fred MeCreary, Jack Pro-
bus arid Frank Adams left last night
fo a hunting trip up tile Ohio River.
Fielopen S D. Wallas enliven,
gineer "IC. T. Wagnee, of the, T. C
'have returned from attending federal
court at Owerrsboro
Chicago to Nashville.
Throogh passenger connection be-
tween Chicago and the South will be
pecenlyer to when the INiuois
'aT.fllrd will place ineservice
erestiblue passenger train be-
tween Chicago, this city and Nos&
vale, Tenn.
new train will depart from
at 5:25 p. in., and will .ar-
rive Nashville at 8 o'clock the /text
I/10r . North bound the train will
lea aabvitk at 7:13-p. in., and will
aro in ...Chicago at 9:30 a. in. The
witl use de main line of
the jllinoie Genteel between Chicago
and Iopkinsvilte, Ky., and the Toe
neesee Central from the latter point
to Nashvilte. zoo'
will be the first through taip
• e ever offefed by the i/helta
al between Chicago and Naeho
viNe.
COLD SNAP.
7,13ermometer Took a Drop of Many
Degrees Yesterday and Last
Night
The weather yesterday took an un-
priehdented tumble, and reports
frith over the country are that the
dent) extends Soirth as far as
Uterine parts of the Gulf Motes
a4 die Atlantic cont. The Over-
committed dropping early
ye day morning and continued
1 G, the day and rtiseht -until is
re
at
ea 22 degrees t114, morning
o'clock. It is probably the
Thanksgiving for years, as
cury was -falling at
time. Tuesday at noon it was
wine enough to be without an over
coat, but east night evelybody was
wrapped tip in thick cloMng.
WRECK BRLOW FURTON.
Passenger Train Had Not Passed at
3 O'clock The Itorning.
POLICIES LOADED
MUTUAL RESERVE IS ABLE
o TO MULTIPLY THE
PREMIUMS.
•
A Clause in the Documents Give Of-
fa:ia :Ocher ia
Matters.
'Mew York, Nov. a.—It was
brought out today in the insurance
investigation that the Miguel Re-
serve Life Insurance company had
issued policies which placed the hold
ere absolutely at the mercy of the
•
company so far as the pretniunn
wene concerned. Chines in the pol-
icies were SO worded the premiums
could be multiplied at the- piessure,
or convenience of the executive cden
mittee of the company. In odser
wordy, the policyshoklers could be
"miticed" whenever the officials of
the company needed more money in
their stoch and bond manipulations.
This provision was exposed when
Charles E. Hughes, counsel for the
investigating committee, produced a
policy written by the Mutual Reserve
company on 'tie hie of an unknown
man, which policy stipulated on. the
first page that die insured should
pay a fixed and stated premium "sub
ject to other benefits and requiee-
intents elsewhere stated."
On page 2 of the policy Mr.
Hughes read a clause that the• exec-
utive committee of the company
could require the holder of the pol-
icy to pay any multi* of the
amount of the premium, stated on
'the first page Which the committee
saw fit. George D. Eldredge, vice
president of the romping, to whom
Mr. Hughes read the policy, said the
number of sucti policies issued was
VALUABLE GIFT
DETECTIVE MOORE RECEIV-
ED PICTURE FROM PINK-
ERTON BROTHERS,
Is Entitled "Hands-Up," and Revel
sent, a Masked Highwayman
With Revolver
s.
Detective T. J Moore yesterday
received from Messrs. William A.,
Aid Robert A. Pinkerton, the great
detectives, it picture entitled "Hands
Up," which represents a highwey-
man with half mask covering,. his
eyes and upper portion of his face,
while in his hand is a long revolver
pointing straight forward. Mr.
Moore now has the picture hanging
up on tire ,pratl in 'his office at the
city hail and prizes it quite highly,
inasmuch ale it CUM from the tee-
, gni we greatest detectives, of the
world, who arie warm friends of 'his
and with whom he transacts much
iltbartnsental bovines&
oThe piteure is out of that peeedisel
thaifety that Oto matter what posi-
tion a portion viands in front of same
the eyes of •the highwayman always
look him *eight., iq the face while
the revolver 'Covers the spectator
thoroughly. If the likeness is he
so
- that the perhon gazing at it is to
tfie side, the eyes anti revolveo lot-
ldsihji'n
Mr. Robert Pinkerton, in his let-
ter stated that the picture first at-
tracted his attention during ifigo,
while •be wan doing some detective
work in '"Ihe Owl atioon" of Spok
are, Washington, a noted sporting
resort °tweeted by "Doc" Brown, a
personal friend of the celebrated de-
teethe, wit° was so taken with the
painting that he got Artist Ltidtke
to make tim a water production of
sanw. The resemblance' to a high-
we:tenant is so eharecteristic that Mr.
Pinkietton had a duplicate made anti
sent mete to Detective Moore, who
eolith; the painting iery big*.
At 3 o'clock thie mornting the pas-
conger train duet In at I:4o o'clock
from Memphis and boated' for Louis-
irate had not Arrived, on account of
a wreck below Fulton on the -Mem-
phis division. The local offices at an
early hour received word that the
train was late and a wreck had oc-
curred, but no particulars were re-
ceived. No report is made to the
Ionia office of rrvishaps below Mem-
phis, became that is on the Fulboe
district and information lodged there
of whatever wrecks Orem.
AX COLLECTOR
Both Oirrees Will Ike Closed Today
on Account of Tnioigiving.
Tomorrow morning the penaky
goes on the taxes due from owners
of property out in die county who
have not yet paid the sums due from
them. Sheriff Lee Potter will not
keep his office open today on account
of it being Thanksgiving.
City Treasurer john J. Dorian will
not keep hie office open today at all.
but does not put the city penalty on
until Satundsty, he allowing Friday to
take tile place of Thursdey
There are many cows of snail pox
in MickNieehoro XI, and Tazewell,
Tenn., which places are contigiout.
41.
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PUBLIC WORKS
COMPLAINTS MADE AS ...TO
USE OF THE TRASH /IBM
CEPTACLES4
•
Mary Matters of Interest Before the
r., Lcrin:
 
tie scszioz of
Yesterday.
hipseshooss
Yesterday afterboon at the meet-
ing of the board of public works
Street Inspect* Alonzo Elihaltt
made a report aci that body that user
clients otro-wit in ifte Ilkheilittis portion
of the city were abusing the privil-
hge accorded them of *Wig the city
garbage wagons haul ghee,. the sweep
is from the mercahtile establish-
ments. In this the inspector stated
that heretofore peal* 'itive been
sweeping their +let ant) Crash from
the stores each morning outihsto the
gutter fronting !their store*. Ordi-
nances have been messed making it
pimielrable with fine for anyone to
sweep trash out onto the sidewalk.
with the result that the steins own.
ers 'have swept up the trash and put
it into tin cans or bileres which arc
set out in front of , their 'establish-
nic-nts. The board of works then
ordered that the city carts for the
street cleaning department empty
these cans of their cot-gents. each
morning and haul same away. In
this regard Mr. Elliott reported to
the boara that many people would
put other refuse outside of trash in
the cans otd then insist that the pub
lic carts haul it off to the dumping
ground The whisky bottling houses
would put both botttes: and boxes
in the cans, the confectionaries lem-
on and orange peelings and, such
other things, while every kind of es-
tablishment would have something
in their cans foreign to store sweep-
image. As it would take forty carts
to haul away all the stuff the met-
Clients tried to impose on the city,
the board od works issued specifie
instructions to Inspector Elliott Sillth•
to let anything be hauled away este'.
celpt the dirt and trash swespiags,
usually gathered up in staining the
stones wieb a broom.
board, report 
:easta n4ersvhst :uoVit4kbr, wa:A- the
keep-
ing out on else public sidewalic in
front of his store at Fifth and Broad
oat'. • can into which was dumped
peelings, trasti and other refuse. nth
is against the law and the board, de-
cided not to do anything but let the
police have warrants issoctl.
Street Inspector Elliott is at pres-
ent laying SOtTle storm water sewer
pipe under the street in' die neigh-
borhood of Nineteenth arid Fountain
avenue in order to carry away the
surface water left by a hard rain,
or other freshets, Coatrooms. Bridges
pose ha  sothmaet heP-ipiwnigantel "St.of9eerN
th
thise pewit;
and on the inspector reporting to
this effect it was ordered that. the
pipe from the contractor be leceetht
if it was found absolutely necesserg,
and then the price proper.'
Charles M. Lemke own., the frame
shack of a rendince beside Robkopf's
collar factory on Kentucky' avenue
between Third and Fourth streets,
where the street has just been recon-
structed with' paving brick Concrete
sidewalks are to be placed for pave-
ments in front of this property, and
Mr. Leake notified the board that
the owner of the adjoining property
was putting down a brick sidewalk.
contrary to the law, as the construes
it. Mr. Leake claims the brick side-
walk is detrimental to his property,
so the board of works referred to
the city solicitrir the question of
whether or not the adjoining prop-
erty owner had Ore legal rigio to put
down brick for his walk when the
reconstruction ordinances for that
entire •tnoughfare, both neeet and
sidewalk, provide That concrete pa*
mente hall gt1 dawn.
The East Tennessee Telephone
company wants to plant a number
of "goy wires" around the city, a
asked permission to this end.
board referred the matter to the
mayor, city engineer and board sec-
retary for action.
City Engineer Whilrington report-
ed to the board that he was not yet
ready to state what it would cost to
run the new street from the end of
rick-eon across over by Plunkett's
hill and on towards the Illinois Con
Vogl railroad yards s Armour Gard-
ner and others have deeded to the
city a strip of their private ground
for the proposed street to be rue
through, provided the municipality
ays for the thoroughfare out of the
public treasury. It has been refer-
red to the engineer to ascertain the
cost of the new highvreo before ane
thing is done.
City Solicitor
Jr., submitted to
Jame'. Compbett,
the board a copy-
(Continued on Fifth Page.)
•
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LIFE POLICY
POINT OF LAW INVOLVED IN
LITIGATION ONB, OF
INTERSET.
Company Claims the Insured Let the
Policy Lapse and .Reserve Ex-
_tuition Not Binding.
Judge Reed 'has finished bearing
arguments of lawyers and taken un-
der advisement the suit of Mary E.
Allison, surcutrix of the late H. C.
Allison estate against the Fidelity
Mutual Litie Insurance company for
$5,000 claimed due the estate on a
policy deceased held in that com-
pany. The court will shortly render
his derision.
There is quite a nice point of life
insurance law involved in the litiga-
tion. The statutes rif this state pro-
vide that after an inswrer has paid
the company three annual premiums
on the policy, that the reserve is suf-
ficient iar an ,eutension of Ilse piticy
in continuing its existence.
In the policy of this company
though it has that the reserve does
not create an extension of the poli-
cy's life until eight annual payments
have been paid. It is on this ground
that the company refuses to pay the
amount of the policy to Mrs. Allison,
who is the widow of the deceased,
the concern contending the -insured
let the pciliqy lapse_
The plaintiff in this action claims
I
the deceased nude a payment of the
premium only six nwinthis before his
death, and that if the policy had laps
s. ed the reserve extettsion , continued
its existel•
MEMORIAL WARD
COLONEL SOL VAUGHAN MID
DAUGHTERS ARK TO
E01.1 IPP ONE.
Misses Ewell Haman and Francis
Soule Won the Prises Given for
Selling Most Ticketa.
Yesterday there was formally turn
ed over to the Home of Friend-
less the room flinershed in the hospi-
tal ward of that building by Colonel
Sol C. Vaughan and Ile three dengis-
tent, Mesdames A. S. Dabney, Eli
G. Boone and Frank L. Scott. The
room was equipped in memory of
the late Mrs. Sol Vaughan, wife and
mother of the four, and it is furnish
ed with the most leisburate settings
possark, and makes a most inviting
place for the little sick cbildeen
cared for at that institutioss.
Yesterday's Reception.
The ladies of the Home of the
Friendless have cause to be thank-
ful for the many useful gifts they
received yesterday at the reception
winch vsas given in the building on
Fourteenth and Burnett streets.
Many people reeled between 2 and 5
o'clock and left namerons things
which the good women desire The
Register to return their heartfelt
thanks,
Powhatan Results.
The lady managers cs1 the Home
yesterday morning figured up their
acc(mnts resulting frwn the "Pow-
hatan- performanoet, and find they
netted about Step, NON/A is about the
equal sum going to '114r. Baker, who
got up the affair for the ladies.
The 'reports all being in yesterday
they found that Miss &hell ,Harrun
sold the largest number of tickets
and was awarded the fine chatelaine
watch offered as a prize for the girl
over twelve years of age. She sold
$64.5o worth of tickets, while Miss
Frences Soule so)(? $28 worth, and
got the handsome bracelet offered
for the girl tinder twalve years of
age.
HOBOES TRAVEL IN STYLE.
Until Parlor Car Conductor Finds
Them, and Trouble Begins.
Michigan City, Ind, Nov.
Three tramps took posvessi-n of a
parlor car on a Chicaga-bound Pere
Marquette train this aisming and not
until they had prelatical& been beaten
into insensibility by the train crew
would they leave it.
The tramps boarded the train at
some point east of here and entered
the parlor car which was unoccupied.
When found there by Conductor
Hopkins titer had removed their
clothing and were ready to retire for
the night. The ear had been littered
with cigarette "butts" and tohaceo
juice
The invaders refused to pay their
fare or consent to leave the train and
it took the combined effort, of the
train rrew and a dozen passengers
to eject them from tthe rain.
The Indiana supreme come has de-
cided that telegraph companies can-
not be compelled to furnish market
reports to establishments doing a. so-
called bucket shop business
It develops that a-senator Deboe
sews among the app ants for the
Louisville surveyorship kb was re-
cently; filled br Ube Pr
LICENSE CONTEST
JUDGE SANDERS WILL TAKE
IT UP TOMORROW
MORNING.
.Harvey Bankhead 'Was Fined Si for
Spitting on the Public Side-
walks—Polise Court.
There was docketed the warrant
against President James E. Wilhelm
of the Masonic and Odd Fellows
Building company which owns the
Fraternity building. The judge then
continued the proceeding over until
tomorrow for trial.
The oompanyli ibuitding on Broad-
way between Fifth and Sixth streets,
has more than four office's in it,
therefore the city government is try-
ing to make the owners pay license
at so much for ear.,14 office room in
the structure. The building company
is composed of representative of all
the Masonic and Odd Fellow lodges
of the city, which own the structure,
and) their lawyer advises them the
city cannot impose such a license
taa,aberefore they intend fighting the
ordinance in the courts. By agree-
mient the warrant was taken out in
the name of President Wilhekn and
the result effects all the office build-
of the city.
Judge Sanders again decided the
validity of the ordinance that pre-
vents anyone from witting on the
public sidewalks of .Paciacati. In up-
holding the hi:* he fined 'Harvey
Banichead $x .aiced costs, the accused
having expectorated on the public
pavement.
Until tomorrow -there was con-
elliacd the . warrant charging Bud
Nonce and Shell Taylor with engag-
ing in a fight.
Until .Saturday there was post-
poned the _proceeding charging Lon
Bch, Arthur Allay and Charles 'Buck
with engaging in a general fight.
tter Clic was arraigned again
on the cluirge of maficiously sihooting
at Lee Ben,. colored, and the mat-
ter put off until Saturday. The
breach of the peace case against the
negro was continued until the smc
day.
Untili iorillonow was continued the
warrant charging L H. BeYera with
steaiing the bicycle from Henry
Bouge no,
COAL MAGNETS
CAPT. JACK llicCAFFERY EN-
GAGED IN EASTERN KEN-
TUCKY NOW.
Is Manager For the Coal Mines and
Railroad Owned by Padacalsans
and Others.
.10
Capt. Jade MeGaffery is in the city
for a stay of a week or two with kms
friends who are ahvays glad to see
bias as be is one of the most uni-
versality 'popular young men ever
making this place his borne.
Capt. MCaffery is the well known
stearnboatman, but hat given up his
river interests and is limy manager
of the cool mines in Ohio county for
the ronepany in which there is inter-
ested, Mr. W. B. Kennedy, the tobac-
co dealer of here, Mr. Anson Oarsley,
the former railroad engineer, Judge
%Val. Reed and other Padlikahans, in
addition to a number of outside capi-
talists Mr. MkCaffery has had charge
for six maths of the mines which
are developing into fine paying prop-
erty. they working about 150 miners
and daily trying to get mare.
The mines are in the county ad-
joining Breathitt county, wiliel is
fionions, for fuedists andassasainations
'that being the, place where Hargis,
I
Mkereuni and the other people Pvt.
Capt. MicCaffery says they have some
little trouble getting a; many miners
as they want became Cie outsiders do
not care to get close to Breathitt
county where they have a killing or
two every day. Tea men have been
Trfurdrrecl within a mile or two of
Capt. McCaffery's headquarters since
he has been there, that being during
the past six rrswiths.
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTION&
(Nashville Banner.)
The revelation in the New York
insurance investigations that three of
the great life companies have been
contrinbutort to the Republican cam-
paign fund in New York state elec-
tion puts a still more evil phase on
the insorante situatioa_ Senator
Thomas C. Plott, who has long
bossed the Republican machine in
New York, stated yesterday that the
Equitable cotributed regularly St°,
coo to state campaigns, the Mut-nal
the same sum frequently, and the
New York Life a Dues not as large
and occasionally
If Presider* Ales:ander, McCurdy
and McCall had made these contribts-
hone from the entitibitant salaries
paid them by the companies they
managed their action might not be sti
amenable to criticism, hut they
pocketed the salaries and used the
money of the policy holdees.
Mem who live in the South and in
the far West Weft in this way made
to contribute to the corruption fund
with which Boss Pitt wabirskted
EDGAR 'W. WHITTE1VFORE,
REAL ESTA.TE AGENCY'
fitriUCAti arda, 1111Tierta. WESTERN 14M-11/MY FARM), EASY
PAYSIENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. irafrrnaN
zwrrommaned-ssvcre jouirroa, AND PRJCE usr
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND MR Vt.
ir_DG R W. WIIITTIENEOR.E.. Po4ftiosh.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in litaurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office IBS—Residence 1696
SPECIAL SALE OF
FINE CHINA WARE AND
TERRA COTTA GOODS.
Ten Days Only
Dainty pieces of Chinaware from the finest potteries of Prance, Aus-
tria, Germany and Japan. Exquisite in design and decorations.
Owing to our crowded stock we offer our entire selection at just
about half its worth. Sale ends December gth.
Come and see for yourself and secure the choicest pieces
!arbour's Book Department
I USE KEVIL'S
aristocrat- flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
politics in favor of the Republican
party in New York.
Senator Platt said the moneys were
always delivered in cash to him per-
aonally in his office by messenger,
and he turned them over to the state
committee. There was point, of
course, in making the contributions
directly to the boss. It was his in-
fluence the insurance companies
withal to purchase, and through him
they hoped to control legislation in
their favor and prevent jest such in-
estigatioris as that the Arineitrong
committed is now making.
Besides the enormous political con-
tributions made with the end in
view, the insurance companies sent
Amines's. Hen:ikon, the man now hid-
' Mg in Europe, to Albany with a/most
imlimi t ere funds, and carte blanche to
spend them at his own discretion in
influencing the state legislature.
But an aroused public sentiment is
more potent than all the money that
the combined insurance companies
could spend, and when the had con-
dition in the Equitable Was reveaied
by the falling out of Alexander and
Htyde the imrewiwation of them Ail
had to tome. It is kattinate for time
pablit that it le conducted by so
forceful and earnest an attorney as
Mr. Hughes has proved •c• be.
Senator Platt said he boo. never
been asked to use his influence be-
fore the legislature in behalf of the
insurance companies, and fedi not
'7' Out of Date Plumbing is healthy
If your pl • g is out
of date, them II I s of your
househoid are tantly risking their
health. Defecti umbing generates
germ-bearing sew sea which poni:
the atmosphere and annot help but L.;
breathed by the nts.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely tfIlabdiedr Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet "Modern Home Plosibine sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN, Plumber
AN
IIPXO‘
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert !workmen? If you do ,:take
It to
John .3. Skid), jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Hy.
COULSON,
...P LUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating. I
Phoqe 133. 5t., Broadway.
4,4444+•••+444.0411
--k-11111116.116•=1.1.1.01 
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO*
Of Paducuth, Kentackt.
Cexpiteiti and IBlisriplus $18/5,000
ED P. NOBLE, PM& 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Tranaacts all regular baallide,blidetass.. Solid!, your deposits. Pays 4
per ceot pee annum on time cesellioaso deposits.. gaiety bozos in tiro
prod vault fez rent at $3 to Sip per you am to aim. You carry your own
bey and no one but yourself bee access.
For Vaults, Monuments MC General Cemetery Work Um
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS 116 WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark aad discolors&
LET bill TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
i John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, amp 1111111M BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY
clone so. This manner of statemert
must, of course, be taken with an till
derstanding of the conditions. The i
homely popular adage that there are I
more ways to kill a dog than to hang
him applies. Senator Platt under-
stood without special specification
why the contributions were made, and
his influence could be exerted with-
out active work as a lobbyist.
It is this endeavor of the great
corporations to control politics and
legislation that constitutes the chief
source of their unpopularity. It is
this that gives excuse for radical
policies and furnishes material for the
Socialist propaganda.
lAnd then these contributions were
a breach of trust, the wrongful ap-
propriatioa of other people's money
that is egpivalent to embezzlement.
The inanrafece official, had no manner
of tight, lersi or °mural, to assist such
use of the policyhokiers" funds
It is believed that James J. Hill is
incp,c..-,ng to assinnt- control of the
Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad
on January I.
The Atlanta chamber of commerce
at ita annual meeting wilt launch a
,teroject for a Southern exposition
Marshall Field, Jr., of Chicago.
who accidentally shot himself last
week, died of !hie injuries.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPIUNGS, KY.
This Oneniodern hotel is now open under a new
imainieniant. for gime mt. the
FAMOUS MINTUCIICY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at)-easonable rates
Price Bros. & Co.,
Dawson Springs,,Xentudry.
Paducah Transfer Company
(In eoroorate#10
General Cartage Business,
Superior PacUlties for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2cu4and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones is
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FPS INSURANCE
Accidert. I Ile, Liab.lity, Steam ti Met-
etam.pbell Block.
Office Phone 369:. - - Residence Phone 726
IMANNIVIIMINM  413/1*VIEWNSIBRAD
Subscribe For The Beg 1st r
;
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INJUNCT iN
JUDGE WM. REED TE ORAR-
ILY RESTRAINS SH RIFF
REEVES.
Special Judge Hendrick Will .Prob-
ably Decide Case in Favor. of
Owen--Circuit Court
Yesterday Lawyer L. K. Taylor
filed his injunction suit in the cir-
cuit court here, fie representing John
Gardner, of Karelian county, in the
eetion which looks to testing the
action of the Marshall county officials
in co!lecting the $t per capita from
all male inhabitants over twenty-
one years of age. The suit is to re-
strain Sheriff Dave Reeves, of Ben-
ton, from stilling Gardner's property
to make the $1, and euilege Re4,4
granted the tenmorary restraining
order, while the proceeding for perm-
anent injunction ccenes up December
8th during the term of court here in
*is city.
A SPLENDID ATTRACTION.
— --
"The Isle of Bong Bong," at The
Kentucky.
Suit for Divorce.
Suit for divorce was filed pester-
% Amor in the circuit court by Ernest
Jefferson against Gertrude Jefferson.
He claims they were married here
several years ago and that she has
abandoned him.
4
fa.
Case Finished.
Special Judge John K. Hendrick
yesterday finished hearing the testi-
Molly in the suit of the Deposit bank
of Russellville, Ky, against Brack
Owen, of this city, it being a contro-
versy regarding some sate of proper-
ty. Mr. Henciric4c was chosen as the
special judge on account of Judge
Reed being a lawyer for one party
of the proceeding and therefore die-
qualified front sartin Judie 'Hg. ea-
drick intimated front the bench that
Ise would find for the defendant
"The Isle of Bong Bong." which
couee to The Kentucky today mat-
inee and night, is rightfully clamed
anseeg the few really brilliant suc-
tee-ee in the field ct 'iglu operatic
Tee musisol' pirodtic-
tion -,cot year? 1,as attained
such ir.ilati.an, populaety or won
so great a measure -e critical appro-
bation as was' unanimously accorded
this delightfully clever mixture of
mirth and melody, during its esecie
eivenomenal run of over 200 consee-
utive perfonnances in Chicago. Mr.
B. C. Whitney, America's foremost
producine managers, has christened
this, his latest and greatest produc-
tion, the SParkling Musical Surpriee,
and 'has given it the most elaborate
investiture and magnificent equip-
ment of superb scenic and costume
a 
'cat offering, in addition to which he
has provided an all *tar cast of un-
equalled merit, headed by John W.
Ransom, who wan naticmal fame as
the "Cincinnati Brewer" in the
"Prince of Pilsen." The lyric, treat
of an odd theme, and the song bits
with 'which the piece abounds, are of
the catchy sort that win set the town
•
Coming Next.
The comedy sensation of the sea-
son will be at The Kentucky Satur-
day matinee and night, and we are
assured of the latest from the great
comedian's pen. It's "Fa tte Felix,"
New York's cartoon fat boy. The
title role is played by Sam Morris,
whom everyone knows to be the lead
ing comedian oil the Middle West.
The feeding role is cleverly hand-
led by the welt known and dashitrg
soubrette, Mies Jessie Meeky. They
are ably supported by an all star
cast. The "-piece carries. a beautiful
dramatic story with the most laugh-
able --and exciting comedy situations
not order any eflakepe made in 4be't and climaxes, a good band
title to the prOperty, or set any sales and orchestra and a number of high-
aside. class and pleasing sperialtieis.
Ordered to Pay.
Receiver S. T. Randle, of kie Textile
compane, was ordered to par into the
hands olf attorneys money he had de-
rived front sale of property, in the
mit of Seth Curbs, against T. B.
Greer. Both parties to the litigation
*ere stockholders) in the concern
which is the one that manufactured
rubber coatis, rabber mattresaes, etc.
in Ifecesnicsburg. The company
broke and the property war sold by
receiver who is winding op the inter-
ests, of she concern.
In the suit of Charles E. Gridley
against Jobe McHenry master coven-
Here Monday Night Next.
Aeriong the musical organizations
that are to visit us this season and
in all probability one of the great-
est treats, will be the Laura Millard
Opera company, who are oh a tour
in the original Augustin Daly produc
tion of "The Geisha." Among the
tataleek productions that have been
pfesented in the.* country and Eng-
land in the past few years, there has
not been one that has enjoyed the
long runs in the linger cities of this
esimairy and Europe and created the
furror as "The Geisha." Not since
the early days of "The Mikado" has
eliseioner Cecil Reed was ordered to a tight musical production so woo
sell five *bares of stocid McHenrylthe hearts of the lovers of light and
owned in the Paducah Horn* Ise"' effercesetrit **uric as this dainty of-
dry cosopany, a,t Fit* and Jefferton
streets.
Sheriff bee Potter was ordered to
pay W. H. Rieke $308-33 out of the
premeds derived from sale of the de-
feadants stock of clothing in the
it of Robert-akin company
against W. K. Poage. Poage is the
clothier oho operated an establish-
ment on Broadway between Third
and Fourth streets here, arid was
closed on RobertNeicks chmpanyi'pawed wince the time of the Gilbert
getting a judgment against linn for
over $4,000 due for clothing. The
sheriff sold the stocki and as Mr.
Rieke ,Avned the building ocupied by
the clothier, and got out a distress
warrant fcr the rent due, it was or-
dered paid out Of the sale proceeds.
MORE RATES
SUPT. BURNETT IS IN NASH-
VILTA ON WATER BUSI-
NESS
Expects to Have Things Reedy So
That the New Schedule Be-
comes Effective Jim. 1.
Supt. Muscoe Burnett, oil the wa-
ter works C-ompany here, is "expected
back today from Neseville, Tenn.,
where he has gone to get a sehedule
of the prices charged water consum-
ers of that city. The trip he makes
there is similar to those he made to
Cinciervati and Louisville last week,
at which time he got the rates effec-
tive in these cities. After returning
frotn Nashville be expects to go to
'St. Louis and Kansas Oity on a sim-
ilar mission, Which will finish his
tour of the five towns, which are
namied as the ones whose rates shall
be equalled and similar to those main
tained here in this city.
Mr. Burnett has had his slips print
eel containing the information in
blank, that is desired of buildings
around town The inapectors of the
water conmany take one of these
slips and visit every building in this
-city where watee, is supplied. They
then fill in the blankv which show
how many toilet romp& as in the
timer, how many water basins, bow
many etoole, how many roome and
all other information that will be of
use in rearranging the schedule of
'prices to prevail here. The seperin- '
, ri
tendent expects to have things inj —
the new arrangement to
crtiye the first of next!
fening.
The builders of this wonderful and
lasting property are the well knoign
writers and oompovers, Messes.
Owen Hall and Sidney Jones, who
were assisted by thee master produc-
er of English opera, Mr. George Ed-
wards, and they framed in "The Gei-
sha" an opera that for brilliancy of
music, beautiful lyrics and stage pic-
tures has ree been equalled or sue-
Tim illOISTER.
& Suliivan productions that so *rile
ed the amusement loving public a
few years ago. "The Geisha" will
be seen at The Kentucky on Monday
night only.
Tuesday's Bill
One of the most successful of our
young stars, Mr. harry Breseford,
will be seen in our city Tiseeday
night in his latest success, "The Wo-
man Hater," David D. Lloyd's
screamingly. funny comedy. Through
it Mr. Bresford is enabled to display
his versatility and serene, and in ft,
he, with consummate skill and charm
of strangler that will be found truly
delightful, wie present his hnes of
dry, quaint comedy in a bright, ansus
ing way that will always catch his
audiences. "The Women Hater" is
one of those richly humorous and
dainty charming comedies that is en-
tirely free from the noisome double
entendre that many playwrights
think necessary to place in their
script. It. delicious comedy will not
bring a blush to the Meeks of even
the most fame:Hotta, yet it. action is
grotesque, ite situations ludicrous
and its climaxes of the most intense
laugh-provoking nature. Its absorde
tire will appeal to everyone who has
a fit of blues, and its refined wit and
all pervading merriment 'will give to
its beholders one of the most *av-
ant evening's entertainments that
they have ever beheld, Beautiful
and attractive gowns of exquisite de
sign win be warn by the ladies of
the company, and the costuming of
the male members will be in keeping
with the refiued tone of the comedy.
The staging and mounting will be
exquisite, magnificent and an exact
reproduction of the locate of the
story.
Negro gamblers fell out in a ten-
derloin district of Louisville and a
fight resulted.. In the melee one man
was shot arid killed and another
badly stabbed.
THANKSGIVING
AND
THANKS LIVING
By FRANCES E. TOWNSLEI
in the school of
life, please - rise and
spell Thanksgiving. And
If you have learned
well the lessons. if hu-
man experience,, as far-
as you're gone,.jouwil
• answer: "The hest way-
to spell Thankagtviag is T-heen-k-s-
Lei-v-i-n-g."
Josh Billing:. says: “Many people
use titeir religion about as they would.
a life-preserver, putting it on only la
time of danger, and they generally
wrong side before."
Part of our religion is supposed to
te cherishing a spirit of thankr.e;
nese. The president of the United
States calls on us annually to give
thanks. A thousand other voices call
us daily to the same experience.
Do we respond?
Some do, after the style of a cattail'
expression too common an a
class of young people. Hand • girt
on the car the handkerchief she has
dropped, and she answers: "Thank*
awfully." (eve a waiter a tip, and
he responds: "Thanks, awfully." Show
another the way to some oMoe which
he is looking for, and he touches his
hat. saying: "Thanks, awtelly." Now,
isn't that absurd? Certainly It is un-
refined, undignified and utterly inap-
propriate slang.
Yet to me It expresses too force-
fully the manner of much professedly
Christian thought. For example: A
man thinks a growl, becausorhis baby
has had the whooping cough, though
he's nearly well. Why does he pot give
thanks beceuee the baby lived. H's
neighbor's died.
"Rained for four days steady," say,
another man. How about the 17 days
of continuous sunshine and balmy air
preceding? "Well," he says, "I for-
got that. I suppose I ought to he
thankful." Now isn't that "Thankc,
awfully?'
"I'm getting so gray I'm startled,'
says some Bean Brummel. WcY
aren't you thankful you've got ha,r
enough to turn gray? Your part'
Is bald as a quart-cup.
Be thankful, but live it. The nation
LE learning this duty fast. Neighlor-
hood u no longer a geographical term
but means human need and ability to
help.
"Christ for the world," we sing is In
the hymn book. But so is the writ
line: "The world to Christ we bring."
Here's some more:
."The poor and those that movrti.
Th. weak and overborne,
Stnalck and sorrow worn,
Whom Christ can hsaL"
But He will be pretty apt to do It
through your word, your touch, yore
-pocketboolif—yourself.
"Poor little waif," was said es a little
cage.rudin by a tender-hearted wom-
an. "Why doesn't clod tell somebody
shout your needs?" "He did," said the
child, pitifully, "but Somebody forgot
about it."
To forget—that is "Thanks—as--
Wily." It the nation is grateful to-da7,
It means her citizens are. We'-os
had the sword, our acrose-the-sn-
neighbors have had it long enougt.
But tee The sabre that cleft a foe-
man's shall set wide open the door of
human responsibility before the eyes
of Christian men* and women.
Thankful were we for our (ma
peace. But Thanksgiving means na-
tional and individual Thanks
-Living!
So, awhile ago, with a sublime altru-
ism, a wealthy nation of 75,000 000 led
Itself at thefeet of enslaved Cuba and
raid: "Here are we! Our best youth,
our atlest generale, our guns, our mu-
nition and fortunes, to set you tree"
it cest blood, even a quarter of a mil-
lion men; it cost treasure; but in 1110
days the foe was conquered, and 12,-
X00,000 people set free.
Are we thankful for the still more
recent treaty of peace? Yes! But
we are not worthy to stand as Amer-
ican citizens if we do not prove oue
;rattltude by meeting the tax assessor
honorably, the laboring man fairly, !hp
capitalist as fairly, and the needy as
eenerously.
Let us go to autumn's shrine and lay
there our garland of thanksgiving,
purple, and crimson, and gold. Leave
It there, thankfully, holily.
Then let us go to put crimson glories
and new tints of happiness in poor,
41speed, helpless livcs. Maybe some-
body is hungry for a glint of gladness
in your office. Maybe In your home.
Look about. If the people do thus—
you and I are the people—the natioa
will, and the earth will laugh out in
her gladness to hail a true Thanks-
giving day.
W. W. White, eon and daughter,
of Rich Pond, Vt., have been indicted
charged with mansentiehter because
they sold worse alcohol to seventh
parties Who drank the ffeirl and died
bherefrom. a4, i
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
•
We have just openedlan up-to-date and well stocked hardware de
partanent.for. ourestablishment, anal are carrying a rasannioth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves,. BaseeiBurners, Cutqery>„. Tinware; Wooden:ware, Oran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Took.. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact:a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and OW* basis with lead-
inghouses„ we are inlposition to. give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calking and seeing ow- varied stock.
E. Rehkopt Saddlery Coal
109 South 2.nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
PROPERTY SOLD
tLt
DEEDS RECORDED IN COUN-
TY CLERK'S OFFICE YES-
TERDAY.
Number of Marriage Licensee Issued
to Matrimonially Inclined Cou-
ples—New County Jail.
A Thanksgiving Thought.
There is something lacking in the
sincerity of the man Who goes into
the temple on Thanksgiving day to ac-
knowledge the good gifts of Prove
mince to him If he has done nothing
through the yetr or on this day to
uplift his fellows, to bring sunshine i
Into sunless hearts and to distribute
in itome messure the benefaction*
which we all hold in trust for the
benefit of the helpless sore and daugh-
ters of men.
Tommy's Reperienec
"Our Tommy told me Sunday night
that hc guessed he'd got the Thanks.
gvini tired feeling."
"What did he mean by that?"
"Why, he was naughty on Thanks-
giving day, and his mother took aim
slipper and warfned him. Then she
wartned him over as Friday and Sate
tuday."
- •
Property lying in the county has
been .sold by W. L. Arnold to R.
L. Nall for $175 and the deed lodgel
for record yesterday with the county
clerk.
J. D. and Maggie Riggs sold to
G. A. McNeill for $650, property on
Lincoln avenue.
Property iii the O'Bryan addition
to the city was bought by J. H. Ed-
munds from W. C. O'Bryan for $r
and other considerations.
Taylor & Mocquet transferred to
Ed McNeill for $1, property in the
Taylor & Mocquot addition near the
Union depot.
Charles. NI acq uot sold to Pete
Biction for ;200, property on North
Thirteenth near Flournoy street,
Licensed to Marry,
the county clerk issued marriage
licenses to the following parties yes-
terday: A. B. Herper, aged 22, of
this city, and Nettie Ramage, aged
19, of Smiehland; C. L. Watkins,
aged 38, of the county, and Katie
Casper, aged 21, of the city; Clifton
Sbeeewell. 'aged at, of Melber, and
Ethel Otie, aged 22, of Graves, coun-
ty; Edmund Hanson, aged 21 and 01
/Se4Stroud, aged 17, of the city.
New County Jail.
judge Lightfoot seated yesterday
he would lay before the fiscal court
at its next session, the question of
erecting a new county jail in, the
court house square where the old one
has stood for twenty years. The
present building is becoming worn-
out and a new one is needed to keep
pace with the times and demands.
LARGE BREIF
JUDGE BAGBY PREPARED ONE
IN THE CHATTANOOGA
CASE.
A. E Boyd Elected Trustee in Tay-
_ lor 0. Fisher Bankruptcy—
Hessig Matter
L B. 06ILVIE & CO.
Reduced Prices
Ladies' Suits
A choice collection of exclusive
styles in Ladies' Suits, in lonicoats
and Etons, are elegantly tailored
and all at reduced prices.
i $22.50 For any Suit that was $30.00 or$35.00, now $22.50
Jee E. W. Bagby yesterday fin
hired drawing up a brief for use in
the steamer City of Chattanooga
case, and forwarded the document to
Judge Walter Evans at Louisville.
The latter is preparing to decide this.
litigation, which hay been in the
courts ilor years, and as all the other
documents have gone forward the
briefs are compiled for consideration
also. Mr. Bagby has been so busy
with this volinrinoirs brief that tie"
has not 'herb time to attend to much
other business in his bankrupt court.
Trustee Selected,
Lawyer A. E. Boyd was yeiterday
selected as trustee for the Taylor 0.
Risher batetruptty proceeding, which
was heard by Referee Bagisy at 'his
office on South Fieurth street. The
'trustee is to look after the interest
of the creditors, and his bond was
fixed at ;eon°. After his election
Fisher was examined, but nothing
Ins done as there are some excep-
tions to the action.
kfaseig Matter.
It is believed that by today ar-
rangements will have been compkted
for a compromise 'settlement of the
Dr..Herman T. ellesoig bankruptcy
proceeding. The bankrupt's mother
is offering to bay all the clehts of
the son at 35 c ette on the dollar and
$19.50
$14.50
$12.75
Fr any Suit that was' $25.00,
now 
- $19.50
For any Suit that was $20.00 or
$23.00, now $14.50
For any Suit, that, was $16.50 or
$18.00, now - - $12.75
Dolls Dolls!
Our stock of Dolls has been placed
on sale. The beauty of the Dolls
and their reasonable low prices are
the strongest arguments we can
bring to bear in their favor. Brng
the children to see them.
L. B. OGILVIE & CO.,
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
4
it is though/ this settlement will be
effected.
CLAIM NOTICB.
—411.a
McCracken Circuit Court.
Extended October Term, 376-
 
lay,
27th day of November, tips.
Aelie MicCord, plaintiff, vs. Harry
Atigustus, defendant; equity.
Ordered that this action e referred
to Cecil Reed, Muster Commissioner
of this, court, to take proof of assets
and liabilities of the estate of W. E.
Augustus, deceased, and all persons
having claim, against said estate are
required to properly verify and fee the
mine, before said commiheioner, on or
before the est sky of January, Igoe,
or they will be forever barred from
asserting any chairn against the as-
sets in the hands of the adneinistra-
tor, unadrninistered; and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting tthek chime against
said estate exempt through this suit.
Ordered that this order be published
in the "Paducah Daily Register" as
oequited by law. A copy attest,
A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
In a suburb of Louisville, Wednes-
day, Clark Winchester, who was
hard of /tearing, was struck by a
Southern freight train, and killed.
THREE-CENT FARES PREVAIL
Mayor Tom Johnson Wins His Fight
After a Long Struggle.
Coen-ribose 0., Nov. 29.—By a de-
cision of the eunreme court Tuesday
Mayor Tone L Johnson, of Cleveland,
wins a victory in his fight for 3-cent
fares. On one ground or another all
the other franchise ordinances grant-
ed by Cleveland City council, propos-
ing 3-cent fares, have been set aside
by the courts in litigation inspired by,
the opposition companies.
The court today reversed the judg-
ment of the Circuit court of Cuyae
hoga county in the case of the Forest
City Railway company, and E. A.
Green vs. W. J. Day, and dismissed
the petition of the plaintiff below.
This is final.
The supreme court of the United
States has refused to interfere in the
case of Mrs. Mary MI Roger,, who
is under sentence of death at Wince
500r, Vt., for killing her husband in
igo2 and who has run the gamut of
all the state courts and the govern-
or's clemency. She iv to hang De-
cember 8th if the governor does not
relent.
The American National bank, of
Boston, 'has closed its doors and will
go into eqiiilation. r
•
•
Ilascalities are being thoroirgetly in-
'vestigated and many lisidictments
itireed atid convictiess made. •A
issirrimary of the good work &MC in
Ithis regard 'drown tint up to three
days since three of the raScalls bad
been convicted and been taken to
Sing Sing, to serve their sentences,
five more had bees indicted and
pleaded guilty, twenty-four had been
Indicted and were le jail, out os
bond or fugitives.," wtile twenty-five
more were under indictment VII be-
ing hunted by the sheriff and. depu-
ties, And yet the work of ireestigeat-
, fug has just begin.
of the 1-5",tt of l'iners'
for ii-nexation to this government
. has gone the way,..,lw admitnetra-
(inn has cloned ,ito. rare sgainft the
cry of the Pleats for relief from Cu-
ban etiftte8lesteretary Root ;has
written 1,)etirr is/semis the position?,
of the, ajnithirteattan is intellebthiner
and in which lfe ettes that Cuba it '
the ripittful *watt of the island and
•
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The "Ltd" Represses Crime.
As a financial proposition, entirely
aside from the aigpect of bette:r mon-
ads, ihe dosing of the saloons In
Miseoeri on Senday is paying big
divideexts to that state by repressing
crime. Statistics, on the subjoin have
been gathered, and in a recent edi-
torial the St. Louis Republic has this
to say:
"A tabulation alfp4ioe reeores
for the past three months coeSrms
the proois of decreased Sunday
crimes and police offenses since ea-
forcement of the Sunday-closing law
began. The decrease amounts to so
ter cent in Sunday acrests.
"Comparison with the records of
the years immediately preceding dis-
closes not cmly an improvement in
Sunday conduct over that of the
'World's Fair period for the corres-
ponding months, but better conduct
than in e903, which may he regarded
a fairer test: In tbe months men-
tioned of this year there have been
So arreatt for dranirenness, as com-
pared with 365 last yea. and. )5 hi
1903; of murders none have been
committed on Sunday _this year as
against 2 in 1904 and 2 in 1903 for
the same months. Assaulteawitleila
er eases Tit1TftbeT 14 for the
period of the present year, ai gaunt
33 for last year and 23 for tfhe rear
before, while peace disturbanc:s
ported Grave bees 374 CO Year- cc/6-
teaseed with 758 in loco and 802 in
ups. and assault and battery cases
Ilitnaber 4, compared with .9 last year
and io the year beiore.
"The Jisparity cannot be explain.
et! on,any otter theory than that. the
oteraties of fhe Sunflay dInwhig liw
hat a dlsInct effect in eithhoiditer
liquor from the claeses in which
Srunkennesa produces crime and
breaches of the peace. The Sundae
ca mural and listutlar ate not in all
easis different from the weekday of-
fendvra 'but in many vases Sunday
offenders are men whose occupations
remove Thera from the poesebility
of lawless conduct dining the week
and whine idlenwe. n, the erite oppor-
tunity for drinks mischief. Ills
erisime cannot be ellenrged to idleness,
hut to his perversion of the day al-
lotted for rest and recreation, and
th.ink is often the periertiog influ-
ence. -The Sundny, -closing law Mime
nothing from such a man which he
thimself in his Robin moments,- or any
other thoughtful person would argue
were ins "right" or his '"privilege:"
while it does impose a restraint up-
on 'him and conier a direct protec-
tion to the public which himself and
a owe majority df the public cannot
but consider for the best."
New York may have election ras-
cal.", 'but the place aloe has officials
and courts which will de their duty,
and withoilaany geese waste of tine.
'Though the late municipal eleet:on
in the Gotham City 1Cnot a'inonfh
passed the declared and well-proven They failed to accomplish anything
,I=11•61.0.1•11111•M...........1111111MIB
that the Unitcd %yin never try
to take the ii,iand from the Cubans.
T4ne letter is addressed to Charles
Ray, president of the American
club of the Isle of Pines, and Was
made public in -Washington when
Watterson and Cleveland.
(Chicago Chnonicle„). _
Willy does a man so food of live
_topics as Henry Watterson fall afoul
of Grover Cleveland and berate that
retired statem-nan in his -most extrav
again style of invective for the fail-
ure to 'reform the tatiff in 1893 or
The tariff was not re.brtned to an
•.xtent worth mentioning during Mr.
Ceveland'9 second administration.
There is no disputing that state-
ment with a serious face. But
would be absurd to blame Mr. Cleve
land for that were it not that people
are forgetful and --sowre-ef---them-are
liable' to suspect that Mr. Clevetand
was to blame because Mr. Watter-
sou vehemently says so. .
The objurgatory editor . of the
Counier-foernal himself may have
forgotten ab.init a democratic frame
of mind during the period of five
years ending with. the 4th of March,
1897. He may have forgotten that
iii the early part of that period, par-
ticulasiey about' the One althea Mr.
Cleveland was racrtivirtitect. Mr. Wat-
terison himself had rather more than
he could conveniently do to persuade
the democratic brethren with his
club that they were tariff reformers
-of the right brand.
He may have forgotten that a for-
midable minority, if not a majority,
of them were of the opinion fhat free
silver reform was a pond deal bet-
ter as a dernotratic catch cry than
tariff reform and that these people
`We *14 no Mean, couninced of their
derre7r 'when 'Cleveland was nominated
on a strong tariff relorm platform,
which was almost satisfactory even
to Mr. Watter.,on.
He may 'have forgotten, further.
that shoetey aftet Mr. Cleveland was
inducted into the presidential office
in 1893 the silver question suddenly
became paramount, and; it was seen
to he necessary to stop the silver
coinage which was going on under
the Sherman law of iBoo in order to
stay the rim whitis was sweeping the
gold out oc the treasury and bidding
fair to bring the country down to
the silver standard.
Such, at any rate, was the fact.
thotath the Louisville editor may
have fnegotten it. It was necessary
to deal with the silver question first.
E.h.ery man capable of forming a
sound jedgenent saw that. Mr. Cleve
land saw it and made a determined
tight for tile national credit and hon
or, with most of the democrats in
both houses of congress fighting on
she i-ptker aide., He slyer after, the
rtiOst of those wIth• shobid have fol-
lowed him as their party leadenhad
worn themselves out filibustering
against him—won mainly by recut,-
lican votes.
This ftgist left the majority of the
demociwainA ‘tions frame of
aftrything to pun-
ish Cleveland. Their opportunity
came when the tariff question was
taken rip aftee the passage 03 the bill
stoppir.g the *Over purchases.
Even the lemon, where the pro-
portion of tariff reformers among
the democrats was larger than in the
senate, the Wilson biil! as originally
framed was much. weakeeed. When
the democrats of the -senate took it
in hand they mutilated it beyond rec
°edon, insomuch that President
Cleveland would not stultify himnelf
by signing it.
It was not Cleveland iidio defeated
tariff reform. No ainn deplored the
%retched failure embodied in the
hill finely pasetxt more than he did
and no man texp-eseed greater disap-
pointment at the result or stronger
and more irgdignant reprehenteion of
those la,41to were to blame for it.
It was the democratic party that,
defeated this reform. It defeated the
reform partly to punish Cleveland
for his brave are, oiecesefie defense
of the public credit, het principally
because it was no more sincere in its
professions of devotion to tbe inter-
ests of the people id espousing the
of the Silver-mining million-
and fret-roinage lunatics.
ea-trie
aires
after winning fleerrr victories became
d no use for or ineVinetion to
fc,lkiw an honest leader and no appre
ciation of or intention to put in spree
tice a wise and hertionaand righte-
ous pcdicy.
That is why the' democratic party
'has failed for half a. ereritury. Its
failure has not been due in any de-
gree to the 'Net that it took up on
three meas.-ions a man of both hon-
esty and sound principle as its 110111 -
inal leader, with ne intention of ac-
cepting his leadership in fact. and
Mr. Watterwin ought to know it.
Thanksgiving Observance.
Almost every nation has its coun-
terpart of the American Thanksniv-
ire" ewe" 'Janie Peewee& in T. ",""
Weetde pert'- oor
Thanksgiving resembles the Jewish
Feast of Tahernacles. That was a
national institution appointed 1:0T Ole
great Jewish lawgiver,/ Mosey. It
oyes also called "the ehast of ingath-
ering." held annually .at the end of
the _harvest • season. By dwelling
Pining the feast isi arts& booths, or
%her/Metes, built ad tbe branches et
olive. palm or pins trees tentside of
the walls of ;crust/ern, and within
m•••••..-
PAY., CASH\
end save $2.50 on your Winter Suit or Overcoat. We sell for CASH
ONLY and consequently we GAN and DO sell goods at a smaller marginof Profit than the stores that
sell on credit. We have no loss because we ha've either the money in the CASH DRAWER or the
goods on our counters, and having no loss, we do not have to add 10 to 15 per cent on the SELLING
PRICETArdont have to pay for goods that some other customer forgot to pay for.
.11.111110
We sell High Grade Suits and Overcoats at Popular Prices
$7.50, $10.00, and $12.50
It is a duty you owe yourself to come here and at least examine one
of the High Grade Suits or Overcoats
MOTTO
High-Grade Over-
Coats at
Popular Prices
WhenrouCarryAGRANOLLAIDER Bu die
Your know you pay
For your Clothes.
GRAND LEADERPOPULAPPRICEOCLOTNIEAS323 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.
Motto
High-Grade Suits
at
Popular prices
q-4:3%*
ellIMI101111116.-_
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Scene in "The Isle or Bong Bong," to be prenented at The Kentucky this afternoon and tonight
the streets, the Israelitioa were re-
minded of the struggles of their fore
fathers in the wilderness, milsoneed,
vometiners in despair, then filled
with hope, ever pusPhink out in search
of "the better country," where they
might develop their national life.
This lease e4cal1ed God's gilaciotus
guidance in past history and acknowl
edged present blessing in an abund-
ant harvest Its peculiar character-
istic was the spirit of rejoicing,
praise and tharslosgiving. This spirit
entered largely into the life of an-
cient Israel. Not only in their law
vras "the sacrifice of thanksgiving"
prescribed, but also their national
,hyrnies express praise and thanks-
giving, of two of the offices and it will be a
stranger to all of them when the
"Harvest Ificonee" Ives IYeen oriel
and , time for the next election contests.brated as a day of rejoicing
thanksgiving in England from the I
time of the Druids. Both France and I Got What Didn't Want.
England 'have had many special abo
thanksgiving days in commemoration 
(Owertrin Inquirer.)
ofnparticular event's. 
-4 2' .Lotiiseville is face to face with a
(41h Scotland they celebratk 'Kern." serious ThT"tigh her ec"ra"
'Roth Japan and- China Mold tele- mercial 
bodies the constitution was
bfations of thanksgiving vl.lth feast- 
amended so as on allow cities to levy
iftg when the fruits of the eirth have a tax 
on the license bases instead of
been garnered. the ad valorem. wyetem. 
It we. her-
alded as a system that would yield
abundant revenue and at the same
time relieve bovine-vs of oppressive
taxation. The. aystens was adopted
by the city council, and new it is
found that -there wilt be an hnnuense
deficiency in the revenue, and the ta-x
rate wil( have to be increased to the
limit. People vele) want new thine-
of the machine' in Owensboro. Both 'frequently get something they do not
of them had the same end. in aka% 'want and this is a whining example.
We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in -iur holiday display of Silver-
ware. We can only ask ril, wl-o contemplate the purchase of gi ns to come in and see for
thernselvez gar splendid azet- it of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are
fresh, no old left-ovens frora "ear. We • a pleasure to show our goods. Again
you to come in and have a look. J. L. WANNER, Jeweler, aatifilway, opp. Palmer
all new,
ask
House.
Owensboro and Breathitt Machines.
(Oweriatmeo Inquirer.)
The Owensboro Messenger keeps
up its reference to the defeat of the
Ramis machine in Breathitt. That
defeat was a glovinni thing, but it
. as tio ttic).-e signal than she ,defeat
bet the mean" of gaining those ends
were different. In Breathitt it was
ittarder, and in Owensboro if. was de-
priving the num/ Of the people of any
voice in dsir concern., corruption
and other thing, as had Atid notice
Via given here and new that gibs-ma-
chine has woo its last viatotir in
Daviesa conntyl, It has lost control
PAY A VISIT TO GOT!' &
MOORE'S RESTAURANT FOR
YOUR THANICSGIVISG
LUNCHES. CRANBERRY SAUCE;
OYSTER DRESSING AND CEL-
ERY STARVED WITH *Ma OR-
DERS. itg N. FOURTH STREET.
THE ST. LOTT'S TERMINAL
tion Asking for Injonction and
Dissolution of ALeocietion.
St. Louis, Nov. a,—Acting :i be-
half of the United States govern-
ment Federal District Aeorney
r today filed a petition, in the
iuted States circuit court for an
injunction to prevent the Terminal
Railroad Association' of St. Louis
from continuing alleged violation of
the federal law-e. The allegations me
made that the Ikenrinal Railroad' As
sot:nation has 'destroyed trade and
caaistaiee and worked ineakulable
injury to the Shipping intereete of
the Mississippi -Valley and its disso-
lution it asked.
'In the Louiserille election 'contest
it hoe been eetablished by depeaition
already taken that imany false ballot
boxes were put at the polls by the
democrat..
The ?In of Tuesday Siren. to here
visited in parts ot II *taker'', and
nearby country. Much' dtuniete:1:ifie
done at many points.
Mrs. Fannie Porto:- Dickey, ; Ken.
tiecky authoress of note, died recent.
ly in Nebraska, where the had. gone
in search of ,health,. She was the
widow of 'Hon. C. D. Dickey, in life
a peomine-nt lawyer of Glasgow.. A
young daughter is the only child.
Mrs. Dickey published "The' Blades
of Gross,",whielt was compilation of
poems by Kentuckian', her own in-
cluded.
S
lAt Rally Hitt, Tenn, which is
near Coluenbia, Fred Early killed
Hienry. Cleburn and then suicided..
The two wete fast friendis and stud-
ents to betworne sanctified ministers:
Early is 'believed to hare hero'
ligionsly insane.
Nework is titter,' 4 with a
evr T opoo work-
ers eirdhcmsesenitha. If the strike m-
emo work on all the skyscrapers now
under sky will: have to stop and Slum-
sands of houselasiklers will be foteed
into idleneele
fl n
Edward Cr, Handron, an old Lennie-
vine business milk is dead. He hid
been aadvely corateeted whit a hard.
were ivoisve there for fent? yewonc
/fd
• •
•
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arge Stock  Lowest Prices Satisfaction Ward-teed
—Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers •
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
BOTH PHONES ys 
SALES ROOMB 114-116-207.313
STEWART BURIED
A LETTER RECESTED
 YESTER-
DAY MORNING FROM 
HIS
STSTER.
She Expressed Desire the 
Plumbers
Union Wail:it Hire a Lawyer t
o
Help Prosecute Stott.
Yesterday inorniiig 
tot
*Ruby, the plumber, receive
d a tt
from the ante, create 
late-. Churl
Stewart who was killed oat 
on West
Court street ogle witeC ago 
front last
son
of Tinner Vilaker rttr
il 
Sco
of BroadSaturday 
night, by., tt., 
sweet.
The sister resides in 
Philadelphia,
Pe., ond she meted the 
remakes of
tier brother arrived there 
safely; and
were buried in the tad c
emetery of
tbat city hart Saturday.
In the communication she 
said that
she enbe SOO pOLWto 09 
litaiN1CUte
SC011 ioho killed her brothe
r, but that
if she had money , c
ould get it.
she would employ 
tt to
here and assist is, the
 sharee I
agairen the young"ablihrg t oh
o is• now
not on bond She,eolirevited rim *-
sire tip the pluifilberi umo
o of dais
city by an; ittiorpey 
to help
prosecuti•Sooto. but this wilb 
not be
done• pretably, as the 
COMM on-
wealth's attorney looks a
fter that for
eversilatiety in general.
Natera`iy, the-sister expressed 
bre-
Voilleciconsidering the killing a 
cots
murder, and was very WA
RS
litsiatiseed with the &inside
- oi- Judge
SI rulers who held Sc
ott over on the
only charge of shooting 
in sudden
beat and passion.
Mho; sister ordered the 
effects of
her brother seat forefeet{ to 
her, they
consisting of Olds, etc.
PUBLIC WORKS
(Concluded from !First Page.
)
of a connect he reco
mmends. used
when the city enters into 
a contratt
with; Lap party for public 
work done
le fully covers *Very 
point, and wit '
orde red or need for :
titan meek Ev
r/
The awning out 
4 r.
John Ortilectilaeger'e, 
4tOre at
Sixth and Broadway, is 
not hie,
enough to prevent iter
opie f r in
striking their hats against 
Ithne on
passing under h. and-the 
street In-
spector wee- tinkled to 
raise the
awning 'ooli enough for all
 passers-
by.
A letter was received by
 the bored 
Thanksgiving Affair by the rock
4lub--Coti1lion Dance
from Mayor Yeiser atiling 
what Nri Evening. -kte
been diner towards opening 
Teat, •
street from llenedway to 
Kentudly
acetate., whete heretofore n
o public
. 
thorotiolifare lied existed, on 
account
• of the recently destr
oyed tobacco
warehouses shutting off any 
street
mooing throes*, the block at
 that
point. The,,,comensnication wo.s
 read
but reothing wps done at the
 mayor
seems to lave overlooked his 
hand.
as some weekeeago there w
as refer-
red to hinnieN and ilk stree
t tom.
nrittete this ritreetion. and they 
have
ides ithing ve 
a
 
r!gone OW they got ti 
long ditliont doing'
Cher heeds that the proposition wa
s
in the hands of the board of 
public
works, which instead of being 
wait-
ed on by the mayor, is oyeai
ting on
him and his eo-coottnitteetne
n to do
ertmething, as they hare charg
e.
The idea is to • rnic* Tent% 
street
through from BrcadWay to the
 aye-
one.
The city solicitor reported that
 be
bed not fully examined into the 
city
. franchisee of *the water works 
corn-
pom_±ererl gas company, therefor
e tie
o 5•ft report whether 
these
private concerns had a righ
t to
charge private property owners fa
r
the piping laid under the pithlic sid
e
; walk in connecting be
ildhnge with
their inidergroutiel mains that are be
-
• stead.; the street out int front.
Street Inspector Elliott was oreer-
ad to notify the -Kettle: boardi
ng
• house that thomnsilk !pave to slew 
let
f ` ring *lot, water-WS* across the 
pub-
lic sidewalk fronting the property pa
works ordered the city solicito
r to
immediately draft an ordinan
ce and
preoent. same to .the council 
next
Nfonday might, this bill to 
provide
that, cundesteration proceeding
s. shall
he 4n9titi1ted in the county 'cour
t and
the property for the pavemen
ts fore
ibly taken from the envriers 
opposing
givost same up. By wresting
 the
strip of ground from the p
rotesting
parties the wajks can go. ahead.
Street Inspector Elliott' wai o
rder-
ed to Nolte' at cost of the c
ity,
some storm water sewer piping 
that
will be placod in front of the S. 
R.
Jackson property on West Broadw
ay
ec, the surface muter can be 
drained
tiff. Jackson agreeihg to lay t
he pipe
at his own expense.
Report was made that the 
alley
behind the. telephone exchange 
build
ing oit Skesth Fourth -street near 
Ken
tucky avenue, had been repaired by
the parties which left game in a 
bad
condit ion. '
W. H. Rieke asked the board to i
m
prove Nineteenth street from Bro
ad-
way to the Old Clinton road wh
ich
rens, betside his West End propert
y.
As the odd road has been in p
osses-
sion of tile municipalityr"Tifily 
since
,the city iiima0bi.:Iverml egfiewded t
here
referredstO t gjekoticitor. 41101
4twstiots, to aacert udaseber OT W
I
the municipality had to keep 
the
.highway up. ,It was out Ingle cou
nty
helore matenlisin of the limits 
was
afectfd. As to the bridge /ending
neer •Vret way, .the street 
inspector
was ordered to repair same.
There was brought up the ques-
tion of improving with paving {nick
the alley which enters behind Prank
.jonse'-harstware !tore .os- Seatmet• and
Kentucky avenue, ane eliesi--efeer- r
un
Tying too feet turns east and conies
out beside Englert & 11h:fines gro-
cery on Second between Broadway
and Jefferson street. After discus-
sion of the matter the board, decid-
ed to have the improvement Triode,
peoeided two-thirde of the par
ties
owning epsooperty ginning the alley,
Petitioned for the ,virork.
C.ty En/Utter Waithengton was
empowered to lay intakes leading
ten feet op all the alleys opening on
both sides of Kentucky evenue be-
tween First a Fourth streets, thisi
dinerighfane ogoehe one itoroved
with !a Vialr ic k. / a
4.
BODY ARRIVES
REMAINS OF MRS. LIZZIE
JONES TO BE BURIED
THIS AFTERNOON.
Fuftefel Services Conducted Yester-
day Over Body of Ma. G. W.
Marks-Seoerel Children Die.
The remains of 11419. Lizzie C.
Jones arrived here last evening from
Indianapolis, Ind; where site pa.estd
away, and were taken to the res
i-
dence of her daughter, Mrs. R. L.
Tatetof 06 South Tenth street. Th
is
afternoon the body will be taken to
the Tenth street Christian church
where at 2 o'clock the funeral services
wilt be conducted by Rev. W W. Base,
with interment following at Oak
Grave cemetery.
Children Died.
Henry, the one-year-old son of
Mr. A. M. Anderson, died yesterd
ay
at Rossingtono out in the ccniety
. I JAPAN'S HELP TO
'after an with toneili
tis. The '
remains wilthe buried this afterno
on New
at the Liberty 'cemetery of the ,rura
l
peistricts.
Thomas, the 15-year-old child of
Mr...aird Mrs. M. B. Jordan oil 8
16
South Ninth street, died yeste
rday
and will be buried, today at Oak
Grove cemetery.
--1
ool Shoes
They are the Kind that
wear well and A 1wayS
Look Neat And sDressy.
- - OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
a Lendier & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone oilers receive Prompt Attention 'Phone 675
4E.
ENING WEDDING
MISS OLLIE CRANDAL AND
MR. ED,.' HANSON MAR-
XIED.
South Thirst Pleeet' ,r
For yetrz 4tehf;artt hos vjairtect to
• *sem& the brick ndespUw. op both
sides of West TIreadway. frow their
preyed, iiefillinta fenireting.4, ,1$.
road loopiest on out to Mountain
•
sLast evening Miss 011ie Ciariffhl
and Mr. Edmund Harmon were (tithed
marriage at the bride's home .4.,n
South Nineteenth street, the cere-
mony being officiated over by Rev.
Ikea of the German Luthern church.
Miss Nellie Hotchkiss ..stad Mr.
Albert Hroson attended he cotipk
milted Today ohe will visitur9tart
in Shirai*, sod net ' , reside on
tented" Mame mei- It street
at the .botne of the groom who is the
attache of P.M lt•T Wolftreheet on
work, of lower Broadway. The
bride is the pretty eismghter of Mr
Lon Crandall, and WitS Goddess of
Labor last labor day.
,
Another Eveiniisg. Nuptial, .‘
[At ct :to •i.e.1••-k last evening At 311
Nettie Rae-nage Simitielanti ant!'P.
A. Harper, of 921 South toh street,
were married at the home of the
bride's Minor Mrs. .WIalter Niekirk of
911 Tennessee street, Rev. Check
-officiating, in the presence of a 110M-
bet. of friends.
The orsimgforlds are popular and
welt knovers, the ibride being ver
y
pretty. 'The groom is a fireman fo
r
the Illinois Centred.
'retied
or-
ime animas name ano
otitdrtaborreot will iis
given t)y the Shtlesteock dub at its
halt on Fourth and. Broad streets.
' • 1-"""
Cotiliftfn ttlaight.
1711vie evening. the i.Caitillion • club
gives it. Thanksgiving. german a
t
Plalafter dieing
411"117. 1••••', - F. 
Rearleh c. Lato-taired. sn'
ster“ enJny. and h *e'er, to the 
has c' tet the poireirrents be f P f 
uoio oitb sOla an, r- oho
 
routtis C. l..00koh o Mountain
hinitor front of hie residence: without' 
as railway officials, treat the humblest
avenue yesterday afternoon enter- patron.
111Pinad many **tads Ott oartlx, c
omplo
Mr. Marks' FunieraL
• Yesterday ofternoon at 2:3o o'clo
ck*
the funeral services were conducted
over the yttrium, of the late Mr. G.
W .Mharts feran the residence o
f hi
rook! son Mr. I. H. Sams of 13
43
South Sixth street. The inte
rment
followed M Oak Grove oisreetery
.
Other Twin Died.
The other 1 the twins of Mr. J.
W. Miller died' yesterday at the
residence, Fourth and, Washing-
too streets. The oink) was two
weeks old, and the body will
shipped to Wickliffe today, for buri
al.
One Mcr s the ticreg, and lost o
ne
of the twins the thy after they, wet*
born.
PAY A VISIT TO GOTT 
&
MOORE'S RESTAURANT F
OR
YOUR THANKSGIVING
LUNCHES. CRANBERRY SAUCX
,
OYSTER DRESSING AND CEL-
ERY SERVED WITH ALL. Qk.. alp Oheir self-Ierest
. On then t 
KOREA51
Life Infused Into the Hermit
Kingdom by the Busy
Nipponese.
DERS, it g N. FOURTH
OUR GREATEST ARSENAL
Source of Supplies Innen. tbe United
States Has Been Embroiled
its War.
During the civil war Rock Island
was called into unexpected service. At
the very outbreak of hostilities the is-
land suggested itself as a suitable
place to care for the prisoners of war
,
and extensive barracks were construct-.
ea, with • hospital officers' quarters
end other necessary buildings, writes
M. I.. Oliver, in Four-Track News
Over 20,000 confederate prisoners were
cenlined there.
Horace was Indeed wise when he
counseled to prepare for war in times
of peace, but that advice was disre-
girded, and when. In 1898, war was
declared with Spain. it found us un-
prepared, but the Rock Island arsenal
promptly responded to the call. The
force of workmen ins increased from
lc04.) to nearly 3.1100. awl the necessary
articles were poured out in nice pro-
portion. Eyed' thee It was 114 days
before the soldiers could be made
ready for action.
Had Spain been in a position to take
advantage of the delay, our victory
might have been less decisive.
It Is not the object of the arsenal to
encourage war. but -to prepare for It
when it becomes inevitable; in the
sords of Washington: "To be pre-
pared for war is the most effectual
means of preserving peace."
• 
(vie kai4l, "the war helped rather than
Muttered trade," says an American
consular report, "the commercial high-
ways being held open. Cereals yield-
ed large crops and sold high, both
Japan and Russia buying. Labor was
abqndantly supplied with work at
good wages. Much of this had to 
do
with the movement of troops. This
brought in millions of dollars of une
x-
pected and unusual money."
the
ireed lo
tarty of )an fflThtW.reh,jLr places
for the wefts. audit' Ifiltilatath at
• pleadiogt wi 440,-.1, 11rattlilkaml h
ave
Pare) Of wo ..dblr beard of
m f
the 9.91ellarr Strw *1 1de mpe P. 
Noble. It
toe -a very ahrt enjoyable
affair
Oorstt Blimisets are ihe
#1„Pbyrelb-ilogesvrifti
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 Net Lately.
DIVINING RODS IN SCIENCE
Successful Test of Their Power Rade
in Locating Water in
Germany.
A divining rod In modern business
is as romantic as it is novel. The oc-
casion for its use presented itself when.
It became necessary to sink addition-
at wells on the grounds of the im-
perial navy yard at Kid for water
supply. In this territory water is
found overlying an Impervious hard-
pan, the upper surface of which is ir-
regular. In order to avoid the expense
of many trial bore holes Herr von
Bulow Bothkamp used a piece of iron
wire about one-eighth of an inch thick
bent In the form of a hoop with long
,
crossed ends. This rod is held by
grasping in the two hands its opposite
ends which thus serve as an axis, and
allowing the loop portions to project
horizontally forward from the body.
When passing over er near an unde
r-
ground flow of water the loop ef 
the
rod dies up sharply, striking the ope
r-
ator's breast. Armed with this instru
-
ment the expert floe discovered a
large underground flow undiscernib
le
from the surface. Next at a driven
well which had been closed with 
a
plug some time before, the expert ob-
tained no reaction in spite of the pos
i-
tive statement that this pipe had giv
en
an artesian now. The plug was t
aken
out of the pipe and no water 
came.
Other successful tests were made. A
t
the last spring the expert *eked oth
er
members of the party to take his ro
d.
some felt something like an elect
ric
ehecto other- "or one:tire
Notice.
•••••••
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Loyalty to the Crown.
In his study of "English Idiosyncrio
ales" William D. Howells says that the
most marked linglish elarecterlatic he
observed during his stay among then 
was loyalty to the crown, which seems
to be a sort of religious prlatiple with
the people. Eves soisialitile Mould cos
.
alder it Ill-mannered to eritlefee the
king or any member 01 the royal family,
lir. Howells makes special mention of
the independence which King Edward's
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONE THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA- /
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.7 on 
-th a Jacks Sts. phone 337,oy,& Clay Sts.. phone 38.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY 
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
se l 
. 
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Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's
supply of these remedies now.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
TELEPHONE 63.
Within a brief year and a half, and
upder the exxigencies of war, Japaa
bas gained a partial control of the
foreign affairs and the local adminis-
tration, and a complete mastery over
the trtransportation,communication,
orrency, navigation and fisheries of
Korea, and thus has succeeded ia layi
lag a broad foundation for the eool
comic enterprise therein of all Indira-
trial nations of the world, writes K.
Asakawa, in Atlantic. Side by side
with the 'activities of the authorities,
irate citizens of Japan have mi-
ls large numbers tato Korea,
*toy are now reckoned by tens
sad the entire peninsula
assuming as air of grbat
a. The schocih are tilled
with Spike periodicals. and books are
y bought, men of the two nation-
are tootling each other, and the
orials are subjected to the mer-
scrutlay of the unwelcome for-
The older people are com-
pelled by circumstances to adjust
themselves to the fast growing new
turroundings. while the younger gen-
eration are forced, in spite of them-
PARTICULAR MEN are careful
purchasers of clothing. WE never
lose a customer of this kind once we
get him.
No man can be more particular
than we are about fit, finish and ma-
terial. Our clothing simply must be
right.
That's why we sell Atterbury system
of clothes
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
HAYES
Free D•clivery- Telephone me.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-
vice and nothing but the best drug";
at reasonable prices
Hayes'
Seventh
and
Broadway.
Tel. 758, 7th and Broadway.
IS• • mold
worth of city property for sale and
iiirty-tnte farms; also three safe,.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, ohi, afieg
Dr. B. B. Griffith
"PRUKHEART BUILDING
Bath phone 888 at the office, both
pkenes aeo at resident. Office houre
Conotaled Weapons. 7
 tn 9 a- To-: t to 3 P. tn.. 7 to p.
Charles Lee, colored, was arrestectl—
at t o'clock this morning by, Oa, 
.Chaernugesitaimmoi Time of South
cers Ernest Hat and Courtney. Long,
on the charge of carrying conceeted 011
 
1r, em
Deqcomber 1st, the foie
weapon,. He the negro charged 
lowing changes in time of Southern
with inducing the to-year-r*d boy of r2iif"oY 
Veins will become effective:
a welt Icnown white family to run 
No. t,. nov, lesteine Louie-vilie at
away from !home with shim and go 
740 pa.. min: wiill (aritipipart cat /1:em. noi). re.
; rttoaysedt. ai3Owalli; from wiloeleolts. 11".vi... Il
e:: .al-ouitrVit7:15 1: mat
.hut finally a•ot ...cored v„.4 n,„1,ny NI-1430.„ 2.: neywrowyinales:nwroeLet,..4404,„,;:s.
Pound His Rig. 6 a is., evillikoort at 5:4o p- ns.
Yeeterday morning Mr. Dick Ca Nb. now leaving Lexiegton at
again. Lien boom, his; horse and S:./0, P. tm, yea& shims as p
. •
101 - HIRKE-awourr, h.
is
tASHINGTGN. -
"Have you gel
your muzzle OS
straight?" This is
the humorous
greeting of cabinet
officers these days
when they meet
each other. The
recent letter of
President Roose-
veit to the mem-
bers of his cab-
ineteadvising them
the newspaper men
Heifer Returns.
EN. J. WARREN
KEIFER, of
Springfleld,.0., the
speaker of the
bre'''e of repre-
sentatives who, II
years ago was
driven out of pub-
lic life by the
Washington news-
paper correspond-
ents, is back again
and will take his
mad in the cots-
leg congress. Gen. Keifer attempted
to nullify the privileges which con-
gress had lor years &rented the press,
and la his quarrel with the late Gen.
Boynton, then chairman of the pram
committee, he made charges of venal
AV against the latter. Gen. Ikozatoa himself with la whom 141kt/tows.
demanaed a congressional investing-
tion, which was finally given, with the
result that he was magnificently vindi-
cated. The controversy over the whole
matter resulted in attacks upon Keifer
thati led to his retirement.
After 20 yeors' vacation Gen. Keifer
comes back v. ith a deeper respect for
the newspaper press of Washington.
He is here now preparing for the ap-
proaching seszion. The many changes
that can occt.r in a fifth of a century
in public life are illustrated by his
experience. In discussing these
changes the o.her day, Gen. Keifer
said:
"Of all the democratic reeyesenta-
three in congress with whom I served.
not one will be present when the house
I. called to or ler next December. On
the republican side there Will be five
of my former colleagues.
"I made my campaign for the speak-
em-ship in this hotel, the Ebbitt, and
the events of that period are still fresh
in my mind. My opponent** were
Thomas B. Reed, afterwards the most
famous speaker of the house; Frank
Hiscock, of N. w York, afterwards
United States : ,nator; Burrows, at
Michigan, at , :nt United States
senator; Kassoo, of Iowa, and Dun-
nen, of Idinassota. The contest was
good natured and all my opponents re-
mained my good friends."
Chief Clerk of State Department
HERE is very gen.
erel regret that le
the reorganization
of the state de-
partment incident
to the incoming
of • new secretary
the old chief clerk.
Col. William H.
Michael, abould be
displaced. For ten
years Col. Michael
•, has filled that po-
*Moe. and those
having business with him cau testify
to his efficiency and courtesy. Secre-
tary Root, however, desires to have as
his chief clerk a man who is his per.
social friend; so he has selected
Charles Denby, of Indiana, son of the
former minister to Milne, for the
place.
Col Michael will be taken care of
In the consular service, but his re-
moval from the state department is
none the less regrettable. He has been
assigned to the consul generalship at
Calcutta, India, wLere the salary is
about double that which he had been
receiving as chief clerk of the state
department. This increase In com-
pensation, however, offers very little
Inducement to a man of Col. Michael's
age to go to such an unhealthful cli-
mate as prevails in Calcutta. It is
very IthelY that before the time comes
for him to go to this poet, a transfer
will have been arranged to a place in
some more congenial latitude.
Col Michael is a veteran of the civil
war, having served first in the army
for a year, and then three years as
an officer In the navy. He was recom-
mended for promotion for gallantry by
Rear Admiral Porter, and he was
chosen by the people of lows to repre-
sent the eery in a statue on the sol-
diers' and sailors' monument in Dee
Moines. He is a man of literary at-
tainments' and served as a Washing-
ton newspaper correspondent for a
number of years. He is the author of
several books and has compiled many
important public documents. He was
appointed chief clerk of the state de-
partment early in President McKin-
ley's first administration, and has has.
died very important matters during his
incumbency.
•••
Er. Charles Denby.
R. CHARLES DEN.
BY, who will sue-
ceed Col. Michael
as chief clerk, is
a man of fascinat-
i n g personality
and brilliant at
tainments. Hi.
father was minis-
ter to China tot
many years, en-
tering the diplo-
matic service un-
der President
Cleveland during the latter's first ad-
ministration. He was • Cleveland
democrat, but came over to the repub-
,
limns in 1896. Charles Denby went
with his father to Peking and re-
mained at that legation in one capac-
ity or another for 20 years. He was
just 20 years of age when he went to
China, and early acquired a knowledge
of the Chinese language, which he can
speak as flueretio as his mother tongue
Mr. Denby was tasough the horrors
f the siege of Tientsin duritg the
Boxer troubles, and toe other day
talked very entertainingly of his expe-
rience, "Prom the 17th of June to the
14th of July, 1900," said Mr. Denby,
"there was scarcely an hour or a min-
ute that I did not expect almost in-
stant death would be the fate of my
own family, myself and the friends
who with us were besieged In the cel-
lar of a private residence. Looking
back at it now, our escape from slaugh-
ter during that horrible time seems a
miracle. That Boxer uprising was no
trivial affair, I can tell you, and had
the Chinese been • militant people
they would have wiped out the Imprls-
oned foreigners as easily as ever a
band of Indians scalped an Immigrant
party on the plains. Maybe the sight
r)f those gallant Yankee marines who
came to our rescue did not thrill our
very souls! Only those who have suf-
fered the horrors of an impending
doom, from which ',cape seemed im-
possible, can appreciate our feelings.'
Mr. Denby is a friend of Secretary
Root, and in his new position in the
'tate department will be able to ren-
der the secretary valuable amillotanos.
Mr. Root is gradually sioroandIng
.1
VASHINGTON GOSSIP
NEW OF THE CABINET °FPI-
CieRS YIELD TO MTJZZLING.
NiTURALLY CAUTIOUS ONES
Secretary to President Should Protect
Chief Executive from His Own
Mistakes-A Mar. of Tact
Needed-Col. Michael.
r 7
•
el
•
not to discuss with
the proceedings of the cabinet, has
created no little amusement, mixed
with just a tinge of resentment, on
the p&rt of the cabinet officers. They
do not object to being cautioned by
their chief to refrain from divulging
cabinet secrets, but the Impulsive,
-characteristic Roosevelt style of the
letter is not altogether palatable.
The truth is that very few of the
•cabinet officers would consent to be-
ing muzzled for any length of time.,
Tbey are all men of independent
thought and action, although there are
two or three of the number who are
• exoeedingly close-mouthed about pub-
lic affairs, and to whom the toad-
- 
dential caution was entirely super-
Suous. The more open hearted and
communicative members of the cabinet
will not change their manners or na-
ture on account of this letter. Big
13111" Taft laughs just as heartily and
just as many jokes with his
newspaper Mends as he did before the
jpreeidente letter reached him. Secre-
tary of the Treasury Shaw would not
rego conferences with • group of
Jcorrespondenta for all the hints that
'muld come from the white house. He
fond of newspaper men, became*
'they are quick to perceive the point of
his stories and allegories. A half hour
with Shaw is an entertainment that
am newspaper man would willingly
gains.
Secretary at State Root, Attorney
Oeseeral Moody and Postmaster Gen-
eral Cortelyon are naturally and pro-
Weirtitally cautious, and while each one
oil them is courteous to correspond-
ents, the amount of actual information
they impart would not make a pare-
.Srapb a quarter of a column in length.
To Protect Press Associations.
T was on the im-
pulse of the mo-
ment that Presi-
dent Roosevelt
dictated his letter
to the cabinet offi-
cers in which be
cautioned them to
good dispatch on state affairs. The
fortunate, as it seemed to bring in
A
rding of the message was rather un-
dent or "take pity" on the news-
r man and give him material for
non the integrity and reliability
and not, in a mo-
favorite corr e-
meat of "weak-
ness," discues cab-
inet affairs with a
be close mouthed
et each member of the cabinet, and
law reflected upon newspaper cOrre-
ispoudents as being beggars for news-
papers instead of demanding It as a
right and in the interest of the public.
He also restricted the cabinet officers
In this message to giving departmental
news to the pram associations, there-
by practically ruling special corre-
spondents crut of business.
It is known that this letter was dic-
tated because the press asosciations
bad complained that while they ob-
served the presidential injunction fe-
garding the publication of cabinet
news, the special correspondents would
see cabinet officers and have more and
fuller dispatches on the same subject.
Ike primarily the letter was intended
to protect the press associations. It is
safe to say that 'had George B. Cortel-
you been secretary to the president in-
stead of William Loeb, Jr., this letter
would have never reached the cabinet
In its present shape. Mr. Coetelyou is
a tactful and observing individual, and
he would have seen in a moment the
offensive parts of this communication
and would have toned them down into
diplomatic language. Mr. Loeb is a
stenographer by profession and felt
compelled to transcribe accurately the
exert language the president used in
'dictation.
Oen.
A GHETTO STORY.
BY MARY BIENENSTOCIE.
We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto Streets on the afternoon
of a sultry day until we reached our Cho
der, which was a dingy apartment in
a tenement house. We were very rest-
less and boisterous, but our Rabbi Joo
eeph did not check our noise as he gen-
"rally did. His thoughts seemed too far
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied air always made me won-
der what his past life had been.
He was about 60 years of age. Pov-
erty must have been his constant coin-
panion, because furrows of care were
on his broad wrinkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they implored pity, and were now and
then raised in prayer to the Heavenly
Father. On the side of his ears huns
two earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. His shoulders were so bent and
curved the he seemed to have borne the
yoke and permeation ef his race for cen-
turies. A large Hebrew book lay open
before him, as ,if the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
Then we seated ourselves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us.
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked my
feet with • pin under the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that when
we were dismissed I would repay hint
with interest.
"Shit!" said fabbi, in his deep, govern-
tag voice, "if you promise to be good I
will tall you a story afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough, for
we always delighted in the stories of
our past glories. Yet I must say that
perhaps we thought more of the corn-
ing story than of our prayer. Then, in
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to ree
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our head'
shook, our feet swung, fsed.i liOnIMPPlete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly.
When we had Mashed tett Joseph
began as follows:
"You know it is 'sometimes a relief
to tall all that lies upon one's heart."
He cleared his voice and gathered
courage.
"I had wealthy parents and received
a good education. My youth passed
away happily, for I knew no cares.
When I was 22 years old I married
Esther, a good and beautiful maiden.
She was the daughter of Rabb! Ben
Era. As pure as a lily was her soul.
Oh. Father, keep it within thy care!"
Here be lifted up his hands and his
voice was full of passion, while two
tears ran down his cheeks and lost
themselves within the ringlets of his
beard.
We boys put our arms upon one an-
other's shoulders and seemed to nestle
e.loser to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded. "was my
home to be the source of comfort for
tAa poor and homeless, for the mar is-
sued an edict expelling the Hebrews of
the villages. I had to go where all my
brethren went, into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overcrowded cities. Al.
Vilna I suffered the trees of my people.
I gave myself up to teaching by day
and I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
studies in my humble dwelling I felt
comforted that the Russians could not,
at least, take my Esther from me.
Then, with a tremendous crash, the
doors were suddenly thrown open, and
two drunken officers entered. They
thrust my wife away, and, seising me
by the collar, they dragged me into the
cold, snowy streets. I beard the
screams and shrieks of Mother. Oh!
I can hear them yet. They echo dry
and hollow within my heart.
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
which I found many of my miserable
brethren. We afterward found out that
the army wanted soldiers, and this is
how it got them. After a few days'
journey we arrived at a village inhab-
ited by peasants. Each man was given
'to a peasant who did with him as he
liked.
"I had to work from daybreak until
night, and my food was coarse 'mere
bread. I slept in the stable among the
foul straw in the winter, and in the at-
tic in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be flogged to death
Who cared? My place would soon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to entti
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, and
I fled to this free country. Oh, you
who are yet yeung, take pride in this
lend of freedom. If she does not re.
qttire you to die for her,, then live fat
her and make her glorious!"
The sun was already declining son
silence reigned in the mom.
"And your wife, your wife!" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed us
a newspaeer. This is what we read:
"Esther, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at Viten. All feel her loss,
for she was like a grandmother to the
whole community. She had lived a life
of unselfishiness and self-sacrfece. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor.
:.tay her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, wan'
to rest In peace. It I could but treats
:poll the land of my forefathers 1
should be satisfied. Judah, oh, Judah!
bow long are thou to roam"
Then his head sank lower and lower
as if bowed down by grief and suffer
'rig. The shadows of darkness ere.
into the room and our rabbi seenien
unconscious of us. We quietly erfw
and walked out of the dark roam. limy
hut our rabbi with head still bent.
I forgave Moses his pranks, and ea
we walked along we sang the "Hang
vah." When we reached our h01110$
the street lamps were already kindlee
and a 000l bree141 s b3Ow)11/10-44- Y
Tribune.
ailharimissowillIalik
The.. Awful Girls.
Cara-Mr. Knott- paid you a love),
eompliment last evening.
Maude-Indeed! What did he say?
Clarao-He said you seldom opened
your mouth without putting your fool
In it.
Maude-Huh! And you call that s
complimeInt, do you?
Clara-Sure. It was • clever way of
saying that you have small feet.---Chi
cago News.
Gratitude.
"Old Bach is dead."
"Yep, he's gone."
"Left all his money to • wcman in his
boyhood home."
"Some relative, I suppose!"
"No. not related to him In any way."
"Some one, doubtless, who once upon
• time did him a great kindness?"
"Yea; he left it to a woman who re-
fused to marrytim."-Houston Post.
Hush Money!
Captious Citizen-Why do you pay
your president such an enormous sat-
iny! ffe does no work.
Insurance Official-Oh, he isn't paid
for what he does, but for what he
knows.
Captious Citizen-What be knows,
ela Well, he must know something
that's pretty bad.-Louisville Courier
Journal.
Not Above Him.
"Ah!" exclaimed the good old soul,
ebserviag bow cheerfully the laborer
whistled as he boiled, "you're content-
ed at least. I'm glad W nee your work
Is net beneath yes."
"Quit yer Mein', lady," replied the
laborer, -I'm Carla' a trensh."-Phil-
adelphia Press.
Exhausted the Vombulary.
Fastleigh-Did the Weals mend an
you for being so late the other night?
Gayboy--Rather! She jawed me for
two mortal hours.
Pastleigh-And what did you say?
Oayboy-I didn't say anything.
There was nothing left to say after
she'd finished.
Very True.
'Viggo-He's had • great many ups
and downs in his life
Waage-He certainly has had a
checkered career, but he's very
wealthy now.
Wiggs-Yes, you might say that his
career Is ex-chequered now, eh?-
Philadelphia Public Ledger
His Attitude.
"What will be your attitude toward
the trusts next winter?"
"I can't say," answered Senator Sor-
ghum, "to tell the truth, I am not sure
I'll get far enough into the calcium
light to make It worth while to strike
any attitude"-Washington Star.
The Happy Minister.
She-Wbom did you congratulate
Ira, the bride or the groom?
He-Neither; I congratulated the
minister.
'Why the minister?'
"Oh. be got the money, you know."
-Yonkers Statesman
Could Stand It.
Proud Parent-If you call in the
evening you will probably hear 117
daughter abegint
Friend-Oh. I shan't mind that yen
ought to hear the fellow down oar way
practlelag on the cornet. It is simply
awful.-Tit-Bits.
She Mad.
A fellow OS thwasitt a lot et
Asked beret she'd e'er bees In lot
She reseed: "What a tel
Low! 1 sever will tell"'
Tleien she giggled and gave him a slat
-Siewetos Peet.
.TwouLD BE FOLLY TO BS WISE
4
eir
The Motorist-Funny thing the,
can't keep this road in better order
Seems to me absurdly bumpy.
There's the Rub.
Jenks-What's the matter, old mini
Jonks-Why, the fault is my daugh-
ter can't sing.
Jenks-Lucky beggar! I wish mine
couldn't.
Jonks-Ah! but she thinks she can
Stung.
"Adam," he said, "was a lucks
man."
"Yes." she replied "He had us
Meads to come around and persuade
him to go on their bonds."--Chicage
Record-Herald.
The Porously* Lover.
The Stater-I have become engaged to
Fred.
The Brother-Whatever induced you
to do that?
The Sister-Why. Fred, of course.-
Tit-Bits.
Works with His Coat Off.
Patience-And you say her brother
takes his coat off when he goes to
work?
Patrice-3%71y, certainly! He's a
oral 4PloiTlet°T tv-Y-0V10111 ftatas'
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South Bound.
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Louisville . 
Leave Owensboro
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Leave Central City  
Leave Nortoirvilles 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Hophinsville  
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gibbs, Teen.  
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Arose Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
Arr;ve New Orleans  
NO. lot
8:2o a.m.
12:20 p.m.
8:40
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6:40 p.m.
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140406616... 26:440.126
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LOUIS DIVISION.
(South Soloed.)
No. 374. .305.
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8:40p.tn.Lv. 2:542e.m.
8:oskanix. Caebonelab. tLsouts.
77081-111-Ar. Psobssal. . •
No. 375,
9:409-21.
6:sop.m.
7v6s•ss.
is MUM
 4
CAIRO-HOPLINIIVILLE LINE.
(Needs od.) (South Boned)
135-83S
6.14oesiLLv. Chicago.... 6:aop.m.
7 :4sans. iv. St. Louis . .
smsa.in.Ly. Cairo....... 6nos..m.
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:1 :tontn•Lv. Patharli.... 7 40a.m.
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4:359-In•
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136-1130
9 4.5a-m-
2:1511.111.
6 ..m.
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$ etym.
9:509.111.
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TWOS coarbed the. (*) rim duly except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry duougb sleepers between Cincinnati,
hterragffile ant New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers betworeacLouisrille.
Memphis sae New Orisons_ Traits, Sot And 1173 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louie. For hwEiter iatormatios, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Aapat, Paducah, Ey,
GEla C. WARPIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Loaftwilis, 1(7-
TOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
& HATCH, G. V. A.. dhow" AL
C. C. M'CARTY, D. V. A., St. Lotthi. Mo,
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAB
NVIIR BERN OPTERED 70 THIS FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A WON. SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THB RFALL sum OF ONLY 63 CENTS 'not PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS Alti SELLING AT 6 cans 
PIM'
ROLL, WE WILL CELL YOU AT ONLY :Vac PER SING
LE ROLL,
OR 3 CESPTS PER DOUBLE ROLL. ALL NEW AND.
 BEAUTITUC
DEMME. ALSO ?HOE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, tee, 
isc, see
•
AVilD AIIP 70 *goo PER SLI44/LE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, ING
RAINS
DIMIGNIS IN CORNICE AND-EVERY c
omanclrhABLZ COL-
OR MID TVELY AFPRINGED BORMAN 70 MATCH. 
ALC
CCrigiERS IN BURLAP&..ALSO H SNDSOME WOOD 
EFFECTS IN
1/1111111611131 FIRRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE
-
MO! In NM NEW PAPERS. WE MOO MILEY A PULL 
LINE
OR 911101048. ROOM 16OULDINID, PICTURE FRAMES
, WIN-
MOW EliaDE.S. GANVAS, TACK8.AND BUILDING AN DROOPIN
G
UWE& LAIL AND SEIVOUR NICE LINE O
F SAMPLES AND
C3Nlir1NC8D THAT WE WW L 'MAC YOU RIGHT AND
OWE TO THE BEST VALUES FOR WE MONEY.
C. C. .LEE
Corner.3adelir 1Centucky Avej
litidertaltien and 'Embalmers,
/3. mom Immo et. PADUCAIL KS*
MAIM, EMMA & CO.
Subscribe for The Register
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Bo Wanted to Knew.
"This yUr i* the place, ain't it, ur
you-all set type?" inquired a g der-
necked young Arkansan who had rote-
listed into the °film ofAe. P villa
Weekly Clarion.
"Yes," replied the able editor "This
is the place."
"Waal," proceeded the visit r,'"what
do the type hatch, and how 1 .g does it
take 'em?"—Puck.
Too Light.
"I must compliment 'roe on the re-
markable lightness of your bread," said
the W0112114 customer.
"Thank4ou," rejoined the baker. "It
is my alm to turn out the lightest bread
in the city."
"Yes," continued the customer; "and
if you get it much lighter it will take
Iwo of your pound loaves to weigh le
ounces."—Tit-Bitir.
Telepathy.
"So you ran across dat millionaire
when yob was gotta' down de road," said
Meandering Mika
"Yes," answered Plodding Pete-
"Any conversation?"
"No. We jea' exchanged thought*. I
was wishin' I had his money an' be was
wishin' he had my appetite."—Wasto
Junto n Star.
A Straight Criticism.
'low did you nips My talk last night?'
liallod the beet nor in the lecture SOL
',Nell," replied the candid critic. you
didn't take advantage of your wavy
Opportunities."
"I didn't?"
"No; you bad a number of opportuni-
ties to.guit before you did."—Philadel-
phia Press.
A Natural Choice.
Cholin--CharmIng widow, isn't abet
They shy she is to marry again.
Algy—I wouldn't want to be • wid-
ow's second husband.
C.holly—Well I'd rather be • wid-
ow's second husband than her Son
busnand, doncherknow.—Tit-Bits.
En Voyage.
"Ali." she said, as they were leaning
Over las rail, "the • moon Is coming
"Gosh, hie," he answered, didn't
hie, know you had--"
"But, overcome, he again gave way
to his teellsgs.—Eocord-Herald.
Mildly Sarcastic.
First Amateur Farmer—How's you,
livestock? Thrliving!?
Second Amateur Farmer—The lo-
custs are pot thriving. But the pota-
to bugs and weevils and grasshoppers
and cutworms are all doing exceed-
Intl/ trell.e-Chicago Sun.
Nerd to Idestify.
"Why didn't yes Mask to Mrs. Vas
Style at the ball last night?"
'I didn't recognise her. Ike had an
• ilia-necked gown aad I couldn't sos
anything but her he."—Cleveland
Lasder.
The hostseme.
The Fa—Yoe are charged with
the crime of poverty. Are you guilty
or not flitted!
The roar Nan--Guilte.
The Palso—lbsrd labor tor till-"
Puck.
IT WOULD NAZE XA TROUBLE.
11...apv
Father—How would you like to wein
clothes like that, Tommy?
Tombry-1 dunno. I'm 'fraid that
when ma wanted to give me a lickin'
she'd have Ito use a crowbar er some-
thin' like that. —Chicago News.
'Pleasant fir the Neighbors.
Friend—I should think your daugh-
ter's four hours' tract ice on the piano
wouldi drive you MA"
Hostese----Oh, not at all She opens
all the wiadows, and most of the
mend goes toutdocurs.—N. Y. Weekly.
He Just Had To.
Mrs. Dearborn—I saw your husband
out walking with your little dog. Dose
be mind?
Mrs. Wabash—Does he mind? Well,
I just guess he does. I told him to take
the dog cnit!—Yonkere Statearnas.
BIGGEST MOOSE ANTLERS.
realm Given to MILIDA, Man's Trophy
—Many Own Very Hand-
some Seta.
Maine sportsmen and bunters ere
amused by a statement made recently
to the effect that a moose killed in
New Brunawick had antlers with a
spread of 48 inches, which, so far
es was knewn, was the record width
These are rather small antlers; much
larger ones can be purchased any day
in the taxidermists' Stops of Bangor,
says a correspondent of the Washing-
ton Post.
It has long been a question which
is the largest set of moose antlers in
the world. Some years ago a set of
antlers from Alaska, mounted in Ban-
gor, attracted great attention, as they
spread 74 inches. Like mole Alaska
antlers, however, these were ragged
and unsymmetrical. The handsomest
antlers are seldom of wile spread, and
those of remarkable spread are seldom
handsome.
Some time ago the set owned by
Norman Merriman, of New York, a
member if the Calumet club, was de-
clared to be the second largest in the
world, spreading 62 inches. Tne.as-
genies was disputed by important* in
Maine, who said that 62 inches Was
nut the emend greatest spread of arta
lers; neither, they said, was a record
established by the set owned by King
Edward VII., alleged to spread 71
inches.
Within the past few years several
sent. have been mounted in Bangor hay
hag a spread of more than 74 inches,
but they were all from Alaska, and
not at all handsome. The record, so
far as known, for New 'Brunswick
moose antlers is 66 inches. and tha
pair was mpunted here. They were
tuutynameteleel. ane not worth much
at an ornament.
The Maine record is said to be 61
lozhes, • pair of this width havins
been mounted here a. few years ago b)
the late Sumier L. Crosby
By far the largest and handsomest
set of moose antlers of which there h
any definite knowledge Is that owned
by Charles B. Hazeltine. of Belfast.
the official measurements of Thiel!'
taken at Lb. New York Sportsmen's
expositioa in 1845, are: Girth ille
inches; length, 41 Inches; palmation.
4144 by 21% incase; spread, 61 inches
But the spread of a set of antler,
does not necessarily Indicate their els
or establish their worth, for ineasur
tag antlers is as arbitrar7 Pretending
For Wettest. the Haseltine set, whin
measuring oily 61 inches spread. are
73 inches convex measurement, and
their beauty and value lie in that
great width of blade and la their 2S
points., The miaow front which they
were Unreel win killed at Chesuncook
Lake, Me., In ""7, by Jule Pease, win.
says the animal weighed alleur1,11011
pounds, being nine feet loan from nom
to End of tail ead eight feet girth.
November in the Country.
Almost everybody who goes late the
Weeds, or Indeed anywhere Mee Is No
vember, carries a gun. Partridges are
a certainty, deer and bear are stlwaye
possible, and rumors of wildcats. loop
cerviers and Canada lynxes are sat-
WELL HALF A MILE DEEP. '
Borings Fail to Find Desired Arte-
sian Flow in Ohio State-
house Yard.
In 1867, for some reason, It waX
thought profitable and possible to se-
cure an artesian well in the state-
house yard. The geology of Ohio
as a science was still unwritten.
In fact, the ffrst volume of the Ohio
geological reports contains the writ-
ten record of this boring.
Down 2,775 feet—over half a mile—
the auger was sent by the slow anti
laborious process of the time, and
nearly a year was spent in the work
The boring was commenced on No-
vember 4, 1857, and stopped October
1, 1858. No artesian water
found.
The boring was made in the eastere
Part of the grounds. Its site was.
pointed out to the writer some year::
ago, and it is now probably coveree
by the cement walk extending out te
Third street from the judiciary build-
ing. Water was struck and plenty ot
it—fresh, salt, sulphur, magnesian, etc,
but none of it came to the top. -
Prof. Theodore G. Wormley, tin
professor of chemistry in Starlinp
medical college, embraced the oppor.
turnity to secure the temperature oh
this deep boring. With a thermome-,
ter placed in a specially prepared iron
case and left in the bottom of the bor-
ing 34 hours, he found the tempera,
tore at the bottom to be 88 degrees
Fahrenheit. Making deductions tot
the distance below the surface at
which the heat of the sun ceases ti
be felt, he computes that the tempera-
ture increased one degree for evety
71 feet of descent. At that time Su-
ropean scientists who were carefully
studying this branch of physical ge
ograehy had estimated that the tern.
perature increased in such conditions
one degree for every 66 feet.
There is no record of the cost ol
the boring, but it must have beer
considerable, as the facilities and ap
paratus were primitive compared with
those now In use. Though failing at
its principal purpose, the state 11001211
to have turned it to account through
its geologists, so that it was not
wholly money wasted.
An
IN TURKISH COURT. OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
PARTY OF AMERICANS HAVE
AN ODD EXPLEIENCE.
Are Welcomed Into Justice Shop Lo-
cated on the Site of Solomon's
Temple in the Holy
Land.
A citizen of Indian territory, while in
Jerusalem recently with a party oi
friends, met with a rather novel experi-
ence which will long remain in their
memory. The party was en route to the
Mosque of Omar. which stands on the
former site of King Solomod's Temple.
All at once a heavy shower of rain corn-
menced to fall. Not being provided
with umbrellas on this occasion, all
members of the party sought shelter in
the nearest doorway, the door standing
Invitingly open. To their utter astonish-
ment they were unexpectedly ushered
into a room where a Turkish court was
being held.
The judge was a dignified Turk, who
wore long black whiskers and had on a
long, reddish looking robe, which swept
the floor. Although deeply engaged in
the case that was being tried before him,
the judge found time to smoke from a
large water pipe. A hich stood on the floor
near by. His honor was judge and
jury combined. A number of advocates,
witnesses and spectators were sitting
or reelining on mats ranged around the
room, while the judge sat in a high chair
and the lawyer stood while making a
plea for his client. With the exception
of the visitors, the entire assembly were
Turks and Hebrews, all of whom wore
long robes. the Turks wearing teens and
the Hebrews turbans.
Tee prisoner at the bar was a Hebrew;
he was charged with stealing a coat from
another Hebrew. The evidence, given
in Arabic by the witnesses, seemed to
convince the judge that the prisoner
was guilty, as he was sentenced to nine
months in jail. The trial was just being
cOncluded when the Americans arrived
on the scene. Immediately the judge
arose from his seat and, approaching in
a dignified manner, offered each of the
party his hand, saying in excellent Eng-
lish that he was happy to be honored by
their presence in his humble court room.
He then adjourned court for the re-
mainder of the evening and invited the
PECAN SHELLING SEASON. party to remain and have some refresh-
ments. For fear of being adjudged in
contempt of court they remained with
him sitting on the mats on the floor like
they had seen the natives do. After cof-
fee had been served by the court bailiff
the judge asked them where they were
from, how they enjoyed their trip and
what they thought of Palestine. They
told his honor that they were from the
Matted States, had had a very pleasant
trip and admired Paleettne, but would
like to see it cleaned up. The judge
stated that the cleasing process would
he brought about a little later on, but.
like the Biblical saying, it was not safe
to put new wine into old bottles for fear
of breaking the bottles, so it would be
dangerous to put new Ideas into prac-
tice, until such time as his people had
time' to properly digest them.
In answer to the question how Me hap-
pened to speak such good English the
judge said that he had learned the Eng-
lish language from his children, hi hav-
ing 17 children and several wives, who
had attended the American missionary
schools In Constantinople and had
learned the English language that way.
The judge stated that, although he was
• Turk and a subject of the 'sultan, he
was an admirer of President Roosevelt,
whom he regarded as the greatest dip-
lomat of the age. He showed a com-
plete set of the president's boqks print-
ed in French, which he said he bad read
, through several times. He also stated
business is concerned, a few years ago that his only regret was that he did not
when a candy manufacturer of New have one of the president's mighty guns
York visited Texas, to hunt big game with. Speaking of our
He ate some of the candy made and election system, he said that oar policy
sold by Mexican street vendors In of electing a prelident every four years
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an was a bad one. He thought when the
important ingredient of this candy United States had as good a man as
As an experiment he arranged for a President Roosevelt that we ought to
small shipment of the pecan meats to emulate the example of Mexico and keep
be made to him. 'him in office for life. He made inquiry
The kernels were received in dna as to bow our judicial system was con-
time, and the highest art of the candy. , ducted. They told him how our learned
maker 
was employed in their use, The I judges held court, with the jury system,
pecan candy became popular almost I and that they were only allowed oe•
instantly, and other orders for the dwriefe.aniid isee lhdeotneerharepd sidle:math:
t"hel7wochuilid-
pf".runagkernweselsthew rehesPitacedening. or an in. not like to be a judge in the United
dusiry which now ewes employment ets Elates unless be could hare all his wives
iind children with him.
several thousand people. There is a,
big demand for the pecan kernels In
every large city in the country.
Industry That Gives Employ-
ment to Many Hundreds
of People.
Some idea of the magnitude of the
pecan nut meat industry may be had
when it is stated that in Elaa Antonio
(Tex.) alone there are 1,700 members
of the Pecan Shelters' union, • labor
organization composed cif men engaged
as a regular beldame in the shelling
at pecan nuts and extracting the de-
licious kernels.
Not all of tbe pecan shelters in San
Antonio belong to the union. There
are several hundred ogler men, wom-
an and children in that city who gni*
a livelihood from the work. Mors
are branches of the Pecan Slieliers'
union in Austin and several other
towns of the state
The pecan nut shelling season heats
from October 1 to July L. The new
crop of nuts begin to come into mar-
ficiently rife to thrill the blood of chin kit about October 1, and front then
dren and timid persons when they teeth January 1 the business of ex-
pose through a patch of woods after tracting the kernels is very active.
dark. A foreigner might Imagine that The kernels are shipped in large bulk
the county was ins state of insurrec to New York, p_ Louis and other 'ni-
non. for in almost every wagon that lee, where they ere used by the CM-
you meet a shotgun or a rifle is ap
parent. The rural mail-carrier brings
back more partridges than letters; the
lawyer, on his way home front court,
stands up in his buggy and shoots a
plump bird without disconcerting his
well trainer! steed. two or three shot-
guns .may often be seen outside the
door of the district schoolhouse, rest
lag against the wall, white their youth
ful owners are inside, undergoing in
structipn in more peaceful arts. What
would a city schoolmaster think if his
lads of 12 and 14 came armed to
school!—H. C. Merwin, in Atlantic.
Earth Breathes.
That the earth breathes is a well
known scientific fact. It is often te
be verified by that peculiar earthy
smell which arises immediately efts
a thunderstorm, the lowering of the
barometric pressure causing the now
upward of alib just as it is once more
squeesed downward when the barom
The Oisinetief.. eter rises. A resident of
 Geneva has
disooveted • natural barometer at
"Way do you objaet to *Pith* music
that is easily rediambelred?" Ferney-Voltaire. It is a deep natural
"Because." answered the composer, well or cave, with a very small open
'that hind of tints leillePs so pew lag. When tkie Opening Is made small
pls. 4444 "teal slag to join la MI enough just to fit a whistle the differ
and spoil It"—Washington Star. ant sounds as the earth inbales or ex
1
, Plus Only Trouble, 
hales the air warn the neighbors of
the coming weather. A lighted match
"Poor little Henpeck! 'He seeing to
fectioners in the manufacture of can-
dtes.
Pecan shelling is • comparatively
new industry. It had its origin, no
tar as its becoming a recognized
was
tbe aims* of a good denied native &HMO, nr a felithir Ilb"11 the °WM* of the a yew weeks dito that the government tenting the most archaic of prehistoric
and be might rise to success if he had flow as well. It is said to be an ex
.any will power' celient weather pripbst. 
!ordered the Installation of • school at Perinss odee. 
of
fThthee bodies, dteowainnr 
perhaps
othpes
"Oh, he has plenty of Ws in his old Fort McDernsit
t, in Humboldt 
dry 
mire's ,a."—Record-Herald. Misinterpreted.
I Excited Fishermen
/
(to ollubtry hotel.
m
Sot Bo Ispectod. I keeper)—There 'sal a bit of fishing
"I see that the Ain viola et014 
int short by some I/S,000.000 beihela." ah°war1,6")1". peoti. or: blgathst, a 11.3
I "'Bat of costae no potiOlb sib r 
a yor
l'wheat and balks at the sun talark"..• Tee!le by 1111114 anglers here with the
1 promise of ens fishing? 0levsiond Fiala Drake.
- 
' li Hotalkooper—I didn't say anything
11116411.111=mmue i oboist he fishing. If you read my ad.
i elln. 1." Illigt ill" 
a u
earsibillY you will p55 VW
pre knew!"
e oder Ea 
what I NM tvga 'TWOS allapg
i
iro ch
1 illir. nears ‘11141. . .
1101111" . ....sk .....a.' ..... i,..1....... _  • 
'
Eyes 8,000 Years Old.
Eight thousand years is a good age
Indians Going to SchooL for a pair of human eyes to last
The Indians of western Nevada are EgYptologIst claims to hive discovered
taking more kindly to the goveraMent Moe ancient orbs in mummified re-
school than ever before. At present Mains at airgeh, Upper Egypt. The
there are 260 students and no more professor Itrund a series of graves
can be received until new buildin which, he declares, extend over an in-
under way are completed. It was only 
gs
Interval of at least 8,000 years. repro-
musty, to relieve the congestion In the excellence of the methods 
employee
the Carson echool. in embalming
, are in a surprising state '
, Of preservation, and in two cases the
Ohs Had li•eavared. eyes remain so perfect that the lenses
Mrs. Ferguson (to eallerl—I never are in good condition.
did like her, and When the impudent
thing spoke to tee the way she did I As to lquallop.
was speechless with Indignation. 1 Rooker—Tao, rve beerd of Squallopi
couldn't say a word. What tried of looking man is he?
Mr. Fergutton (butting In)--frasi Nokker—ils'e the kind that's always
must have happened before we wire looking at the (*Mug through a Cast
enarried.—Tit-Bita. tarahlar.—Chleage Tribune.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear hank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone Ira Old Phone 3o3.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line ct samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence acid Office 253
A. S. DABNEY.
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
a-
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
Office hours 8 LO 10' 11. MIL, X to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
t . 
•It.4.11f..-IfiseisiliNiielteilliltenglidac Jr.
Dr. Stampe'r
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
eo9 Broadway.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintentlent.
aer Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 496 Red; New Phoo. ss•
Paducah, Kentucky
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at
-Law,
Room No. 3, Columbia Building.
H. T. liessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone vo.
Vegelated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE NO. 444
NEW GOODS
"IPC7,111GAILallaoriplftwinsill11111110.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
goel rooms, etc. Boats leave each,
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other informatiJn apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
4.AWY ERS
Rooms z, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 323 I-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the eourts of tho
state. Both phones sz.
NOT/OE!
Highest price paid for second-haw.
*5-tol2es ar2c1
FarrzitUre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
si8-aao Court street. Old phone 134:
Clem Frausioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
E.11. PURYEA ,
ATTORNE Y-AT
-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracling of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Emate.Law.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTOR)qEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roms 13 and is Columbia Bandage
Old Phone rose.
JAW _ e-
FLOURNOY& REED
LAWYERS
Rooms :0, xi and i2, Columbia Bldg,.,
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera zees
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 35e.
Residence roar Clay, Old Phone tfogia
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
FOR
—LAWYER—
Fall and Winter win practice in all courts of Kea.
HAVE ARRIVED tucky and Illinois.
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now, and
avoid the rush.
DICE (111. BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trost
Co., 306 Broadway.
_
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
 
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone isms
CITY TAX NOTICE.
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT THE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
LL UNPAID BILLS. WE rix
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY, KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY TREASURER'S
OFFICE, CITY HALL, AND SET-
TLE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND
THUS AVOID TRE DISCOM-
FORT AND DELAY $O UM-
1 714ASANT TO ALL IN THE
OF=IcitTgitA AYS.
VERT LY,
310101 DORIAN,
ONIT incetatqrsa.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 14g.
Office phone 231, Residence phone 476
Vernon Blythe
ItIRGEON
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
;Dr. J. T. GILBEFtr
OSTE PATH IC Istirrawbu.
'mono Tok goo 1.4
PADUCAH, XTb.
Dry Hat Alt Paths even 
wimps M.
&gawk
*".a&anonnotiggebagigiumaaa,,...
.r.r.771771771.711.e...Pr^rer”....71741r.,1717701.441r7447004077".
-747.r7"",74741 r71,477.71.141,"7,r0r`.."'"— •••"`"""ataldtosellsas",
YE OLD-FASHIONED
HOREHOUND
COUGH DROPS,
for Coughs and Colds.
Better than ever.
5e PER &ACK.
M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
Thursday Morning, Nov. 30, I905
LOCAL NEWS
" Um E. L. Whitesides, os
teopath,
609% Broadway. Phones, Old, 1434
*ad New 76!.
:—Mr. Hugh George yeistetday re-
giorted to the police that someone
had stolen his fine watch.
—Osborn Travis, coiored, was yes-
terday morning'* t the circuit c4"
adjudged a a, and tail,3a -
night to by
Scott FergisiiiOti'"
.__Joge Sanders saillnena„-bold any
seas iis morn
ing 011 ac anks-
givi av 
is s 
md a 
&T,4f 
boil/bay.
— 
4Mk/1'1VA was
arr ed for 5 fiver today
Padkicah a Craheyside
son , but the weather Wavocked it
yer James Eden returned
yes day from New Meade° where
be nt to locate, but on account of
iwration conk, not stand the
city
sale
the
Mr.
' ci 9 !• •
hn Parham; fa:inlet-1y ol this
organized a $25,000
at 'house &CI:biro, known as
araani-Mtattliev.o Hat Co. Tie
posideit. and is a grittier of
rank L. Parham of here.
C. Clark continues to
C.
'Officer 'Wm. Graves is pee-
per gg to lay before the council of thi3
city rbill for extra service perfortned
dairink the yellow levee epidemic,
vofien he was kept constantly engaged
inetiag health certifies.
—The remains of an unknown
negro nn were found floating in the
river near the I. C. incline yesterday
and turned over to the corner who
vein bury them. Nothing is known of
Ibis death..
411E RIVERS
• •
There got away yesterday after-
evacnfillbr the Tanneesee eta& the
steamer .Clrle. She remains up that
Stream until next Monday night.
The steanwr Kentucky comes out
of the' Tennessee river late tonight
and Jaya here until 5 o'clock Satur-
day afternoon before getting away
on bele return to that stream.
The steamer Dick Fowler leaves
for Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock
and conies back tonight about It.
The John S. Hopkins came in yes-
terday from Evanswille and depart-
inanediately on 'her retora that
way.
's boat in the Evagraviik
trade the Joe Fowler.
The- ity if Savannah paased yes-
(trdaymorflhIg behind for 'Idle Ten-
river from St. Liiitia.
The City of Saltillo will geti to St.
Looko.iffris eveetag and imam there
afternoon on her return
tt46;f7r7fe$T the /I./invent rivitar '
The P,J1i Ialial:e leaves Nashville
ow , and tore Sunday, .
Oilers Lee. eft, Cincinnati Net
grid gets here next Saturdky
paler way to Memphis,
• Inge Rees Lee left Memphis 'Mes-
ita. and should reach 'here today en
inesii to Cincinnati.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 13.7, rising.
JChatsooriga, 1.5, siandirio.
fallocinnati, 13.5, rising.
Earansville, 8.8, rising..
Florence. 3.1, rising.
Johnsonville. in, standing.
Lnuisvi/le, 6.0, rishig.'•'-*
M. Carmel, 3.2, rising.
Nashville, 8.1 tisilbt
Pittsburg, 64 rieing.
Davis Island Dana 6-4 
rising.
St. Louis, 9.4, rising.
Mt.. Vernon, 7.5, rishig.
Paducah, 6.8, rising.
Whisky Stolen.
Will Albritton, colored. vdie ar-
rested early this morning by Officers
Hill and Long on the extra. of
stealing whisky form \the saloon' of
ildr. White, of Eighth and Boyd.
PLBST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer Houle tar, a
'L.A. Lagartiarsho.
lEicturs,liraisikes.
T arn at Ore *Ord, 423 Broad-
way, ready to aq' ad kinds of art
work. Woulal be Aosta, to have my
old friend/ eirpeeial/o'esin and gee
tow. :Li V. AL/MASER.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Lawyer Mike Oliver went to Lou-
isville Alas mornin; on business.
Ms-. and Mrs. Centge C. Beard
and two children 1A last night for
Sturgis, Ky., to spend Thanksgiving,
Mr. Henry King. of the Continem:
tal Insurance couvany, is here set-
tling some losses sustained by his
company in this vicirity.
Mk. Will Scott 1.!ft yesterday for
St. Mary's, Ind., to 'ipend Thanksigiv-
ing with 'Ns w-ho are at-
tending school there.
Miss Lucile Barth and brother
went yesterday to e;sit in Caseyville,
Ky.
Miss Fannie Pend!t!y today goes to
Nashville, Tenn., to visit her sister,
niss Floy ,Pendliey, who attends
Ward's seminary there.
'Mr. ,Frank Dargel is sojourning at
Dowson.
Miss Helen Stone yesterday went
to Booneville, Ind., o =fiend the wint-
er with her father.
Mrs. t7. 1). SCrIllbtf here yestert
day the guests of Mrs. Judd Greer,
while en route back to her home in
ahland, after visiting in Texas.
M. W. H. Crofton an wife go to
Gurrdberland River, Ky., today to
spend the day.
,Mr. Cheater fierdon, of Nashville,
Tenn, aerived yesterday to spend
nkagiving with his parents, Capt.
Mrs. Thome: Herelon.
Miss Lucile Palmer and • Mr. W.
Harth went yesterday to Marion, Ky.,
to spend today. •
Coittanctor Charles Robertson re-
turoed. last night to lidpkinsville
where he is putting dawn the sani-
tara sewerage system
Councilman flenryy Katterjohn
has retuetted from Evaneville, Ind.,.
where he attended the National
Brickmakere association, and was
c4ected the Kentucky president for
the orgasi.i4on.
Mr. VVin. A. Italdni isit yesterday
for Richnw4, Ind., to present "Pow
hatan" whiWh1 put on here Tues-
day night for the Home 'of the
Friendless!' -
Conductor Frank P. Cobourn, wife
and daeghter Gladys, yesterday Vent
to Nee/wino Term., to spend Thanks
'jiving wall their son Thomas, who
is attending college there.
Mr. Harry Linn, of Nashvilk, ar-
rived yesterday to spend Thanks-
giving wieh his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. B. Linn, of North Fifth.
He is attending tite medical college
there.
Mr. John Wilhelm let last even-
ing forcmphi-, Tenn., to visit his
sister, f.i. Addie Anoka's.
Mrs. %Vic Budff*titn$,,returtied
from visitusic her daughter, Mrs.
Herman Nettierotb, of Louisville.
Mrs. Richard Palmier. of Dawson,
returned home yesterday after visit-
ing the farral of Mr. J. T. Homo-
bola*, -df street. d
. Mea. Oluoins J. Brower and chil-
dren, of Mayfield, svii1 .areive today
to spend Thdailegiving with Nita-
Alben Barkley, daughter of the for
Mrs. W. ft. has arrived
from Mcispho, t to loin her
bur ba nd , Engineer who is
now running out of this city.
Mr.- Jack Fisher has gone to Col-
orado' Springs and other Western
points- for his health.
Miss Bess Lane and meek, Mr.
Franic Manta, yesterday went to Ma-
vion to *end Thanksgiving.
Mr. marl Mire. Illonias L4ggo0
Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrv. Thos.
F. Bead' C5 will arrive this morning
to epeod itniakegis-ing with Mrs.
Mary E.4 Adages, oi North Fifth
street.
*so Lillie Mae McGlathery has
remised from vishistg in Dyer and
Hunt, T5,md.
Miss Soldva Burnett 'yeeterrialf re-
turned from visittele- Miss Ella Bur-
nett, of Mt/yield
oContractoo It Halloran returned
yesterday to 'his plant at Cedar
Bluff.
Mr. F. F. Jordan, of Hickman
county, is visiting iiis bedther, Mr.
Peri"- Jordan. of The Rogieter force.
PAY A VISIT TO GOTT &
MOORE'S RESTAURANT FOR
YOUR THANKSGIVING
LUNCHES. CRANBERRY SAUCE,
OYSTER DRESSING AND CEL-
ERY SERVED WITH ALL OR-
DERS. rig N. FOURTH STREET
Pleased With the Improvement.
The people living along Third
street, and also those owning proper-
ty on that thorosghfare, are jowly
prowl of the brick street isagrove-
ment, which not only beautifies the
highway, but make* it unprecedented-
1r/ovular, as ,alf the travel now go-
ing baaki and forth through that end
of the city passes over the brick
reet. One gentleman who has been
business our the street for many
years, stated, yesterday that travel
over the public highway had increased
* le.tl tone hundred per cent since
the nt" WS.S. effected, and
that it .sgemied to be growing larger
every bay. He continued that al-
tfrvotteh the brick street tune high to
ta coat, still the OdoitertY owners
*ere More than willing to pay for
hate itoorder to derive the unlimited
bendfits seerning.
• Suit few Satiny° damage, has been
led at Winchester, Ky, by E T
Woodiftwel against fFt. Seivner and
Sheriff Woos/won IfleCong alfeging
donolt and battery.
'
EAGLES MOVE
TRANSFERRING PARAPHER-
NALIA TO THEIR NEW
QUARTERS.
The Kentucky Opens at a . .O'clock
Next Sunday Afternoon For
Memorial Services.
Yesterday the lodge of Fraternal
Order of Eagles commenced moving
their equipment and paraphernalia
from the Knights of Pythias quarters,
on Broadway near Fifth street, to
the old Y. 24. C. A. building at Sixth
and Broadway. The Engles have
leased the latter place and are now
fixing it up for use.
Elks Memorial Satirical.
The Kentucky theatre will be
opened at 2 o'clock next Sunday af-
ternoon for the Elias annual =tutorial
ceremonies, but the services do not
start until 3 o'clock, The lodge holds
its final session this evening prior to
the ceremonies.
Odd Fellows.
Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows
meets this evening in regular weekly
session at their ball in the fraternity
building, while Ingleside lodge meets
tornorrceo night.
Red Men.
The Red Men hold their weekly
Meeting tonsoceenv night at their as-
sembly room on Fourth street. Last
veering their big ball was given, and
it wae most successtui and largely at-
teaded affak, the dancers remaining
di the floicr until an early hour this
rainving.
Another New Council.
Air. Milton Sanchez, of the local
council l)f Knights of Columbus,
leaves this nu:wiring by way of Cairo
for Mturphysbeiro, lit., to participate
in !the institution there of the new
branch of this order, wbicb bay not
flourishes) heretofore in that city, with
exception as regards the affiliate* be-
longing to subordinate bodies from
afar. At Cairo Mr. Sanchez will, be
joined by a large crowd of brerhern
of that city, and they go on together
to bioryhysboro where the new lodge
starts off a:eith fifty members.
Turkey Supper.
Last evening ttbe Woodmen of the
World entertained with a fine tur-
key supper at their lodgeroont over
Walkers drug store, at Fifth and
Broadway. Many were there and
served with the delicious food.
NOT HIS WIFE
MINNIE CATO, COLORED. SAYS
MAN IS NOT HER HUS-
BAND.
She Was Brought Back From Cairo
Yesterday and Will Tie Ar-
ranged Tomorrow.
Detective T. J. Moore returned
yesterday with Minnie Wheeler, alias
Minnie Cito, colored, from Cairo,
and she is now lodged in, jail here
to be arraigned before Judge Sanders
in the poiice court tomorrow morn-
ing on the charge of Meeting $65 in
cash and some fine silverware horn
the home of Mike Tiernan at Fourth
and Washington streets where she
was employed last omitner.
It was thought the woman was
the wife of Charles Wheeler, the col
tired rotetabritit of the Dick Fowler,
who was arrected on the charge of
cotnplicity in ithe robbery, but on
the train ten vitae here yesterday
she stated to the detective that al-
though she bad been living with the
man for several years, She wee' not
his wife. By virtue of this confes-
sion the man and woman can now
1* placed on the witness stand to tes
tify against each other during the
trial. If they had been husband fend
wife they could not give 'evidence
against each other, as this is against
the law as pertains to that reflation-
ship. The woman says she is from
Indianapolis, Ind.
The man was arrested ten days
ago, but his case was continued in
the police court until the female was
intercepted, and after sheoWas nab-
bed at Cairo she refitted to return
without requisition papers, which
were procured.
MAGISTRATE'S COURT.
Hung Jury Resulted in Jake Clark,
Colored, That Yesterday.
Jake Gar*, colored, was arraigned
fore Pumice Richard Barber yes-
terday cao the charge of raising a
racket down about MalconPs Mill, H
the county. The jury "hung" in
the charge which wes condoned over
after dismissal of the jurors.
Richard Howlett colored witness
n tire Clark case, was arrested in
the court room of the justice by Con
stable Bert Jones, and fined $2 for
using insulting language at a school
house. The other warrant accusing
Howell of flourishing a gunk will be
tried Saturday by the magistrate.
Rho Points at Khan's Cafe today,
bent ads. Old 'otiose peoVrt:d.
mew WANTS
 
s'
ROOMS 'TO RENT—Three on
ground floor for 'housekeeping. Two
sqlares from postoffice. Address R.
J. M., care Register office.
LOST, Strayed or stolen—Two-
year-old bay filly, white spot between
eye'', left 'hind Not half stocking. In-
formation or delivery of horse to E.
T. McKinney at 1034 Clay street
will be rewarded.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
w A N TED—Boarder s at 1311
Firoadway. Mrs. Myrtle Atkinson.
WANTED--White cook` at 327
South Fourth street. Chris Liebel.
WANTED—Young man twenty-
four years of age and wit/ five years
of peffcticel experience, desires to
take dhatrge of an office in a whole-
sale house the first of the year. Is
now employed. Address Accountant,
care Register.
LOST—Wednesday evening, either
at Palmer House os on Broadway, a
green clover leaf pin with pearl set.
Euader will be rewarded by leaving
it at 312 South Seth street.
We have 'em to sell—You want
'ens-5-A Pluelh Robes, $2.50 to ;to.
P6well-Rogere Co.
bUTH TELEPHONES NO. 3
JAS. J. O'DONNELL,
Manager.
_te
 wdewwwwiarksomone
7PittlibUrg  Co -
Vanity.
glittgains outset be walled vale. Me
dislikes to have his picture taken.'
"He is so Taal." said Mr. Knox. "that
he has given ny hope of getting a alo
tuts that will do hint instice."—Weah-
ingtoa Star.
•
In Doubt.
"Mr. Mantoa says he sever woke
a harsh word to his wife."
"Tee." remarked a lady. but was
that due to kindness . or caution?
That's what I should like to know."—
Tit-Bits.
Just a Common Case.
"They are evidently man and wife."
••flo; quite the contrary."
'What!"
'Thy are
Chicago Bun.
woman and huatread."—,
Figures.
Mande—And as they are married!
Madge--Tea: he fell in love with bin
adure-
"How much was kr —Timken
Dedned.
Johnny—Pa, what is an optienirt?
Pa— A num who offer Myer up, a
tightwad as bota•--K Y.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE osti.
TO-DAY
MATINEE and NIGHT
Special Thanksgiving Day
Attraction.
. B. C. Whitney presents the
Sparkling Musical Six-prise
"The Isle of BONO BOW
Book and Lyrics by Hough and
Adams. Music by Joseph E. How-
ard, staged by Gus Sohlke.
Fun, Beauty and Music. Positively 27
Whistling Song Hits.
65 — TALENTED ARTISTS — 65
Headed by
JOHN W. RANSOME
of "Prince of Pilsen" Fame
and a company of metropolitan fav-
orites, assisted by the Whitney
Famous Beauty Chorus, absolutely
'the prettiest, brightest singing,
dancing and acting chorus ever or-
ganised.
Two cars of magnificent stage equip-
ments and effects.
Prices: Matinee, soc, 75c and dt.00.
Night, 25e, 35c, SOC 75C. dr. and $x40.
Seats on sale Wednesday it g a. in.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 543.
011. NiTir
The Operatic Event of the Season
J. C. Broeolini Presents
LAURA MTLLARD
In the Japerwei Operatic Comedy
THE GEISHA
The original production from Daly's
.Theater London and New York
By special arrahgement wit Marna
Mayer, George Edwards
representative.
As presented in London over moo
times and at Daly'a theater. Sam
York, over 200 performances.
Book by Owen Hatt. Lyrics by
Henry Oreanbank. Music by
BMW Jon"-
Auguniented Ocidiaidb under the di-
rection a Albert McGuckIn.
so People—Laura Millard Opera Co.
Prices: es, 33, sci, 75, Si. and $1.30.
Boats on male Saturday at g a. in.
"ITS HIGH TIME"
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be at work:for you at compound in-
terest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
MECHANICS
and FARMERS
....4grsAviNG
BANK,
--2.27--.
Broadway,
vribk
SCARF PINS
We have a splendid assort-
ment exclusive aad novel in de-
eign for the Holiday trade.
Nothing is in better taste or
more &excitable as a gift.
And nowhere can you select
a neater or more dainty Pin
than hero
J.LWOLIU Jeweler.
1 the BuffetUTH FOURTH STREETW. Gray, Proprietor.TINE CLLD WINES AND WHISKIESsiononable in the eatable line served to order.WW1for 25 cent.. A
11.11••-•E  4
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
Tu. es NIDeGilr
J.
The social and laughing mem of the
Season,
'That Odd Tee•w."
HARRY IllitittSFORD
Direction of J Ccdintilo. Prommot-
ing a continuous keg*
THE
WOMAN HATER
A sphere of laughter from rise to
' fall of curtain
Prices: 25. 33, go, 7.5- 1/1 and ST•5°.
Sesta on side *today at g a. m.
'THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548. p
MATINEE AND
Night ,
Saturday Dec. 2nd
'FATTY FELIX'
the Great • Laughing Comedy Boa
cells and Itig City Cartoon
Musks) Sensation.
Headed by Bern Morris and Jessie
Whaley and a cast of an
ETAR COMEDIANS.
fiee the parade antflatar the concert
by the Petit Rinser Band.
Prices: . Matinee, a-hitches toe.
Iclule• 25.. Night-03. 35, so and 75e•
1 i „IMO ma ad* Friday at, a;at , ': :s nii • -
. •AffdasN3 144604 • .5,
7••••••
4
4
• d
